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ABSTRACT /_ 6 _
The hypervelocity impact data related to meteoroid bumper protection systems for
•_,,=t,_= wm_z=_ that were produced u,- lz_=....... the program can be summarized as
follows:
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One hundred and forty-two impact experiments were made with the explosive
driver accelerator and eight with the light gas gun (see Sections 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
and 8).
Impact data were obtained with 0.1875-, 0.125-, 0.090-, 0. 063-, and 0.032-inch
aluminum (6061-T6) bumpers (see Section 3.1).
Bumpers other than aluminum were: a) plate glass; b) wire screen; c) magne-
sium-lithium alloy; and d) 301 stainless steel_(see Sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3).
Structures pressurized with water, air, liquid, and gaseous oxygen are discussed
in Section 4.
The preliminary results of the protection efficiency of energy-absorbing core
materials are given in Section 5.
Projectile mass was 0.57, 0.34, 0.21, 0.12, and 0.097 gram for steel; 0.67 gram
for copper; 0.08 gram for glass; and 0.299 gram for nylon (see Section 6).
Projectiles were accelerated in air and vacuum with and without premature
fragmentation, to velocities in the range from 10,000 to 28,600 ft/sec (see
Section 6).
Preliminary data relating the shear-plug diameter to plate thickness of several
materials are given in Section 7.
Photographic coverage of the impact phenomena was obtained (see Section 8).
A summary and discussion of the results observed in this program are given in
Section 9.
The principles of meteoroid protection are delineated in Section 10.
Literature data pertinent to the phenomena associated with hypervelocity impact
of relatively thin plates are summarized in the Appendix. This survey is not
intended to be exhaustive.
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FOREWORD
This report contains the results of a 12-month study conducted by the Materials
Research Group of General Dynamics/Astronautics in compliance with the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration Contract NAS-8-875, "Study of Principles of
Meteoroid Protection". The program was conducted under the direction of Mr.
Henry L. Martin of the Research Projects Division of the Marshall Space Flight
Center.
Drs. R. F. Rolsten and W. H. Steurer of General Dynamics/Astronautics were
responsible for the study organization and technical direction of the work performed.
In addition to the forementioned, the principal contributors to the program were
Messrs. H. H. Hunt, J. N. Wellnitz, and H. Anderson.
In the three previous progress reports, primary emphasis was placed on the inter-
action between the projectile and bumper, and to the establishment of numerical
data to delineate the significance of total mass and spacing_ These reports were
prepared to record and reflect the progress of the work during each phase of the
program experiments. Conclusions drawn and concepts developed were tentative
only, and based on the data available at the time of reporting.
The purpose of this final report was to refine all the experimental data evolved during
the program, and to develop the tentative concepts into a synthesis of the individual
relationships in order to evolve the principles of meteoroid protection. This required
the establishment of experimental data on the projectile behavior, projectile mass,
bumper material and structure, energy-absorbing core materials, and on pressurized
vessel behavior during impact from a high velocity particle. High speed photographic
equipment was utilized in order to study the impact phenomena.
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SE CTION 1
INTRODUCTION
Vehicles operating in space will be exposed to the natural environment of vacuum;
thermal, solar, corpuscular, and cosmic radiation; force fields; and meteoric
particles. Space debris of artificial (Earth} origin will contribute to the entire
environment. Unfortunately, the space environment is inadequately defined due to
the paucity of experimental data. This can be attributed to the infancy of rocket and
satellite programs for environmental testing, to the uncertainty in the data tele-
metered from space vehicles to Earth, and to the variable environment resulting
from solar flare and meteoric particle shower activity.
The solid meteoric material in space presents a probable hazard to manned and un-
manned vehicles that must operate for long periods of time in space, and particularly
in the asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter. Meteoric material with a mass as
low as 10 -14 gram may erode and damage radomes, optical windows, solar cells,
and surfaces designed for temperature control and heat balance systems. Particles
of t h i s low mass and at meteoric velocities probably will not possess sufficient
energy (or momentum) to form a significant crater in either a metal or other hard
surface. In addition to this relatively slow destructive action from minute particles,
there exists the possibility of catastrophic de struction via total demolition, puncture,
and fluid* loss from larger particle impacts. The probability of puncture of a pres-
surized manned vehicle is of monumental importance, since it can result in mission
failure through death or disablement of the crew from explosion, fire, or rapid de-
compression, as well as severe damage to the vehicle from the loss of fuel, radiator
working fluid, etc. Fragment as well as shock damage to the crew, delicate instru-
ments, and electronic components are also important possibilities.
Meteoroid technology has grown in importance and in urgency with the programing of
missions involving greater exposure to meteoroid fluxes. Inview of the obvious signi-
ficance of meteoric particle damage to space vehicles, numerous investigations have
been carried out during the past several years. These investigations have been con"
cerned, however, primarily with the theory of hypervelocity impact and the experi-
mental assessment of the related phenomena. On the other hand, designers have
proposed several schemes and configurations for protecting vehicles from meteroic
particles, but these configurations are partly supported by very isolated and incon-
sistent experimental data. The paucity of pertinent design information has resulted
from the concentration of most laboratory research programs on the impact phenom-
ena occurring with targets of semi-infinite thickness, rather than on thin sheet
configurations. The need for obtaining useful design data was the primary reason
for the awarding of this contract.
*Fluid designates both the gaseous and liquid states.
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The lack of useful test data is also caused, in part, by the experimental difficulties,
particularly in attempting to accurately simulate the actual environmental conditions.
Accurate particle mass and velocity measurements are also difficult, since present
laboratory instrumentation techniques do not appear to be either precise or reliable.
To further complicate the problem, aerospace vehicles have numerous areas of
variable vulnerability which necessitate different levels of shielding requirements.
In addition, the damage inflicted by the particle, material behavior, and an accept-
able risk-level must be balanced against the probability of impact with a given
meteoric particle. Based on this risk-level, vehicle structures must be designed
which will:
a.
b.
Completely defeat all meteoric particles of a selected mass and velocity range.
Completely defeat some particles of a limited mass and velocity range, but
permit more energetic particles to completely penetrate the hull, followed by
repair of the puncture via self-sealing action or by action of the crew.
The greatest certainty about the hazard to aerospace vehicles from meteoric parti-
cles is the great uncertainty in the predictions. The predictability of micrometeoroid
impact damage to aerospace vehicles is limited by large uncertainties. Neither the
number, mass, velocity, nor composition of the natural meteoric particles that con-
stitute our local space environment is precisely known. Of the parameters which
describe the meteoroid environment, only the number density is being accurately
determined. Detectors that are used in the current series of satellites are accumu-
lating data on the number of impact events over increasing periods of time. These
impact events can be scaled in magnitude according to the response of the particular
detector used. Existing impact detectors cannot be calibrated in the laboratory with
particles of known mass at meteoroid velocities, and it is uncertain whether the
various detectors respond linearly to momentum, kinetic energy, or some other
function of mass and velocity at these extreme velocities. Signal output, therefore,
cannot be uniquely correlated with the properties of the particles.
Thus, it can be seen that large areas of ignorance exist, and this ignorance can be
attributed not only to the paucity of knowledge of the meteoroid environment of space,
but to the response of materials and structures to this environment. A considerable
amount of the current experimental and theoretical data are subject to uncertainty.
Moreover, most of the research programs have dealt with cratering in semi-infinite
plates which are limited in usefulness in the design of a space vehicle. Comparisons
of penetration data (thick plates and low velocity particles) from the various labora-
tories, and of experimental data with theory have shown important discrepancies.
Confusion exists because the data from the various laboratories cannot be compared
directly, since identical projectile and target plate materials, environmental condi-
tions, projectile sizes, shapes, masses, and velocity ranges were not used. Con-
sequently, the host of empirical equations for penetration reported by the various
1-2
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laboratories were derived to fit their own data, and therefore, are of limited use
for other test conditions.
Only the lower end of the meteoric velocity range has been explored experimentally
_._._.._ol ,_o,o_4'_÷o to higherin any great __,^-1 _--* .... _"_"_'o of the various _,.,. ......
velocities also leads to great discrepancies. Experimental-theoretical comparisons
have been unsatisfactory due to the: a) laxity in reporting the material properties
used as projectiles and/or target plates; and b) simplification so the proposed
theories fit particular sets of data, resulting in applicability only to a very limited
range of impact velocities and materials properties. The range of applicability of
these theories is not clearly known. Consequently, the quantitative predictions
necessary for sensible and adequate protection designs derived from these crude
estimates are only indicative of the orders of magnitude involved. When these
estimates are properly interpreted they can serve as useful but not exact design
guides.
Thus, it can be seen that theory and design have generally followed separate paths,
and presently, there are only a few attempts to integrate theoretical concepts and
recognized phenomena in the development of structural systems. The prime pre-
requisite for the establishment of realistic design criteria is a systematic experi-
mental investigation, carried out on materials and structural configurations useful
in actual vehicle construction. Such a systematic approach would also permit an
expeditious revision when new environmental or other parametric data become
available.
There is a dearth of empirical data concerning the impact behavior of materials and
configurations suitable for space vehicles. Experimental programs on composite
structures, self-sealants, and meteoroid bumpers for manned and unmanned space
vehicles are in their infancy. These protection systems, based on data from experi-
mental programs limited in both impact velocity and mass, appear far more attrac-
tive than the massive resistance approach (semi-infinite plates), and therefore,
merit extensive investigation. In addition, these systems may be designed so they
can function in more than one capacity. For example, a configuration with energy-
absorbing core material may provide meteoroid and thermal protection, etc; that
is, a multipurpose vehicle hull.
It was attempted in this program to evolve and experimentally establish the funda-
mental principles of meteoroid protection, as well as to evaluate various meteroroid
protection concepts which may be considered feasible for use on aerospace vehicles.
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SECTION2
EXPERIMENTAL
"_T,al,-_4 + .... ..1
, _v_,_ s _,_, mass ranges of importance., .... ,_,._v,+_^-'_,_-..._,,.l_k,,_,_-_ impact would fall
in Zone A of Figure 1. The velocity range obtained by explosive charges, light gas
guns, and similar techniques fall in Zone B, while Zone C indicates the possible
attainment by exploding liners and staged explosive charges. It seems unlikely
that laboratory experiments will be devised within the next several years to cover
very much of Zone A.
The explosive charge (end proJectiom and light gas gun facilities were used in this
investigation to propel projectiles of known mass and velocity at selected materials
and test panel configurations.
2.1 EXPLOSIVE PROJECTION. The explosive charge (end projection) technique
was used to propel projectiles of known geometry, mass, and velocity at selected
targets. The explosive charge (Figure 2) consisted of a plastic explosive (composi-
tion C-4) molded into a 2-inch diameter by 5-inch long cylinder with an air cavity
at one end. A conical lead collet, ultimately mated to the charge cavity, was used
to mount the cylindrical steel projectiles. A Number 10 blasting cap initiated the
explosion. Projectile velocities between 5,000 and 25,000 ft/sec were measured
by breaking three equally spaced printed circuits. The resulting signals were detect-
ed on two Tektronix Model 360 Oscilloscopes and recorded on polaroid film. Debris
and fragments from the explosive and lead collet were prevented from contacting the
test panel through the use of three steel baffle plates (Figure 3), each provided with
a small diameter hole.
2.1.1 Projectiles. The projectile mass versus velocity for various T/D ratios*
that have been attained consistently in this program are shown in Figure 4. These
data pertain to those masses that can be accelerated without premature projectile
fragmentation. It should be noted that the accelerated and impact masses (see
Section 6.3)are not identical. The average velocity for four different projectiles
is summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Typical Velocity Results in Air for Steel
Projectiles of Known Mass and Size
ACCELERATED MASS THICKNESS DIAMETER TYPICAL VELOCITY T/D*
(GM) (IN.) (IN.) (FT/SEC)
0. 097 0. 063 0. 125 11,400 0. 504
0. 196 0. 125 0. 125 10,400 1. 000
0. 215 0. 063 0. 189 13,300 0. 333
0. 570 0. 094 0. 250 15,000 0. 375
* Ratio of Thickness to Diameter
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- I  
Figure 3. Test Arrangement 
2.1.2 Projectile Integrity. The projectile maintained its integrity during accelera- 
tion and prior to impact with the target plate. This can be deduced from the pro- 
jectiles recovered after acceleration (see Section 6.3), a s  well as from inspection 
of test panels (photographs of commercially pure titanium, Figure 5; and magnesium 
alloy AZ-3lA-H24, Figure 6, since there was a single large hole in each plate). The 
0.45-inch diameter tapered hole in the 0.375-inch titanium plate was produced by a 
0.57 gram, 0.094-inch thick by 0.25-inch in diameter projectile with a velocity of 
18,000 ft/sec. At this velocity, the steel projectile was fragmented on impact with 
the titanium target and neither the fragments nor the shear plug penetrated the 
0.125-inch aluminum (2024-T3) inspection plate, positioned 4 inches behind the 
titanium plate. The 0.53- by 0.56-inch hole in the magnesium target was produced 
by a 0.215 gram, 0.063- by 0.188-inch steel projectile with a velocity of 13,600 
ft/sec. This velocity was not sufficient to completely* fragment the projectile. 
Further indication of projectile integrity has been demonstrated with a flash X-ray 
system, and a photograph of the projectile in flight can be seen in Figure 7. The 
projectile has tipped, decreased in thickness (14.9 percent), increased in diameter 
(36 percent), but apparently has not fragmented under the high acceleration loads. 
*The projectile was fragmented, but not to the degree which was desired. 
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Projectile at 13,600 F't/SeC 
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2.1.3 Velocity Measurement. A break circuit system was used to determine pro-
jectile velocities, and the circuit diagram is given in Figure 8. Conductive grid
circuit paper was placed at 2, 2-1/2, and 3 feet from the initial position of the pro-
jectile. The test panel was positioned 3-1/3 feet from the initial position of the pro-
jectile. Sigv..als were recorded with the cameras mounted on the oscillosco_-_ th_
are shown in Figure 9, and typical oscilloscope traces are shown in Figure 10.
When the projectile passed through the first grid paper, a trace was started on both
oscilloscopes. The trace continued until the projectile passed through the second
grid paper, at which time a change in slope was observed on the first oscilloscope,
and as the projectile broke the third grid paper, a change in slope was observed on
the second oscilloscope. Full scale on the oscilloscope corresponds to 1.0 × 10 -4
second, and since the distance between the grid papers was known precisely, the
average velocity of the projectile was determined. The smoothness of the observed
traces indicated essentially no "jitter" as the projectile passed through the grid
papers. The flash X-ray is considered to be the most precise method of checking
the velocity of a projectile. This method was used to confirm the grid measurements;
accuracy was within 6 percent. A typical X-ray photograph of a projectile in flight
is shown in Figure 7.
2.2 BALLISTIC RANGE. The controlled atmosphere range, light-gas and powder
guns, shadow-graph system, and velocity measuring instrumentation have been dis-
cussed in the General Dynamics/Convair Report by Dana [ 1]*. The range facility
used (Figure 11) is approximately 100 feet long and 5 inches in diameter. The
4-foot long by 2-foot diameter blast chamber was constructed of 0.50-inch steel
plate. At the centerline of the tank are located four 0.50-inch thick steel baffles.
These baffles retard the gun gases from entering the test section of the range.
The gun muzzle enters the blast tank through a vacuum sealed adapter plate.
Two Mylar gates separate sections of the range for which additives to the atmosphere
or different pressures can be used on the same experiment. Figure 12 illustrates
the 5-inch diameter Mylar gate. This gate uses 5-mil Mylar sandwiched between
components 3 and 4. These two pieces are sealed by O-rings against the Mylar, and
slide into components 1 and 2, which are held together in the range by five 0.75-inch
bolts. Five-mil Mylar will hold one-atmosphere pressure differential and does not
damage high velocity aluminum projectiles. However, nylon and ethocel projectiles
usually shatter when striking the Mylar under a one-atmosphere pressure differen-
tial. The gates provide a quick and easy means of putting new Mylar diaphragms in
the test sections without disassembling the range.
The launching device used in the hypervelocity range facility was a piston-compressor-
type, helium, light gas gun. The gun has a 3-foot long by 0. 3125-inch diameter launch
*Figures contained in brackets refer to reference data listed in Section 11,
Bibliography.
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Figure 10. Oscilloscope Traces for Measurement of Projectile Velocity 
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tube, and a 6-foot long by 0. 552-inch diameter pump tube, with a standard calibre
0.50 primed cartridge case to contain andignite the powder loaded into the powder
chamber. A variety of loading conditions have beenused in obtaining the maximum
velocity of the gun. The most effective loading conditions are 125grains of Her-
cules ,_uique powder (50, nnn___ psi), a 15-gram aluminum _----_'_11"_'_piston, anv. vv b .....
nylon projectile, and a helium charging pressure of 300 to 400 psi. A mild steel
piston weighing about 40 grams produces slightly higher velocities but causes con-
siderable damage to the piston stop, diaphragm holder, and launch tube. Nylon
(0. 299 gram), steel (0.12 gram) and glass (0.08 gram} projectiles have been
accelerated in vacuum to 17,800, 14,000 and 15,700 ft/sec, respectively.
2.3 TEST PROGRAM. The explosive driver was one technique used to propel the
cylindrical steel projectiles during this experimental program. Experience has
demonstrated that a 450-gram shaped charge of composition C-4 explosive will
consistently accelerate these projectiles, without fragmentation, to velocities in
the range of 15,000 to 20,000 ft/sec. With these velocities, the hypervelocity (fluid
impact} regime can be achieved, and the projectile will fragment on impact with the
target. The attainment of the fluid impact regime is, of course, a prerequisite for
hypervelocity studies directed toward the establishment of meteoroid bumper pro-
tection concepts.
2.3.1 The Bumper. The bumper is defined as a shield set up at some distance
from the main vehicle hull to destroy the structure of the projectile. In order to
attain the greatest projectile destruction, maximum violence between the bumper
and projectile must be achieved during the initial impact. No series of tests* were
made in which the bumper was divided into a number of thin plates, since this
arrangement would increase the number of variables in an already complex system.
Aluminum alloy, 6061-T6, comprised both the bumper and the vehicle hull plates**
that were subjected to normal impact. The 6061 alloy is a readily available and
weldable structural material. Bumper plates with a thickness of 0. 032, 0.063,
0.090, 0.125, and 0. 1875 inch were used in the experiments. This range of bumper
thickness was expected to provide the requisite information for establishing the
relationship between the projectile, bumper, and vehicle hull, as well as to include
the most effective bumper mass per-unit-area to oppose the steel projectiles.
Bumpers of plate glass, magnesium-lithium alloy, stainless steel, and wire screen
were also used with the 6061 aluminum vehicle hull. These bumper materials in-
clude a wide range in physical properties; i.e., density, strength, ductility, etc.
* Several multiple bumper tests were made in which impact phenomena were
studied photographically (see Section 8).
** The test panel was comprised of a bumper and the vehicle hull plate.
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A series of tests were conducted with each thickness of bumper plate in order to
investigate the importance of bumper mass and the distance of separation from the
main vehicle hull. With a fixed bumper mass, the distance of separation for any
given total mass* per-unit-area was varied from zero to a distance where the main
vehicle hull just stopped the projectile and shear plug fragments. Belling** was not
considered as complete penetration or piercing of the test panel, if cracks were not
produced in the rear surface. The total weight per-unit-area which would prevent
the formation of a hole or crack in the vehicle hull, distance between the bumper
and vehicle hull, thickness of the bumper, and mass of the bumper, were the para-
meters considered so that the total weight for a protected and unprotected vehicle
hull could be compared.
Pertinent data are summarized in t h e appropriate tables. Definition of the sym-
bols used in the figures are summarized in Table 2. For example, Experiment
J-20 with a reliability code ABB, indicates that the projectile A, struck the target
nearly fiat; B, fragmented to a slight extent before contacting the bumper; and B,
had an impact velocity in the range of 12,000 to 16,000 ft/sec. Although the desired
impact conditions are AAC or AAD, it should be observed that impact conditions
corresponding to BAC or BAD are more severe.
2.3.2 Pressurized Test C_linder. The five-inch diameter test cylinder was
fabricated [2] from 0.50-inch thick stainless steel and the details of construction
are given in Figures 13 and 14 and Table 3. A 0. 375-inch thick flange, provided
with a Toruseal groove (0.25 inch by 0. 075 inch) for sealing, was welded on each
end of the cylinder. The two 7-inch diameter test diaphragms were placed between
the cylinder and mating flanges held in place with twelve 0.25oinch bolts. The
cylinder was purged for 3 to 5 minutes with gaseous nitrogen, and 5 minutes with
gaseous oxygen before the tank was pressurized for impact testing. Purging and
overflow was accomplished by opening the 1-inch line located on the top of the cylin-
der, while the 0.5-inch line located on the side of the cylinder was used to fill the
tank.
* The mass of both the bumper and the vehicle hull constitutes the total mass of
the test panel.
**Belling designates the formation of a bulge on the rear surface of the vehicle hull.
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Table 2. Definition of Symbols Used in the Figures to
Describe the Projectile Impact Conditions
ORIENTATION INTEGRITY IMPACT VELOCITY
Ao
BQ
C.
Projectile struck
bumper nearly fiat.
Projectile struck
bumper on edge.
Impact angle not
indicated.
A. No projectile frag- A.
mentation prior to
impact on bumper.
B. Very little pre- B.
mature fragmen-
tation.
C. Moderate pre- C.
mature fragmen-
tation.
Velocity less than
12,000 ft/sec
Velocity between
12,000 and 16,000 ft/sec
Velocity between
16,000 and 20,000 ft/sec
D. Velocity between
20,000 and 25,000 ft/sec
E. Velocity between
25,000 and 30,000 ft/sec
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Figure 13. Pressurized Test Cylinder and Fixture [Ref 2]
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Table 3. Materials for Pressurized Test Cylinder
ITEM MATERIAL DETAILS AND INSTRUCTIONS
6)
®
®
®
0
®
®
®
Twelve hex head cap screws, 0.25-inch and 0.75-inch long.
Typical for both ends of test cylinder.
Manually operated Flo-Ball valve, Hydromatics Inc., Model 115C
stainless steel for liquid-oxygen service, 0.50,inch nominal size.
Valves 2 and 3 are positioned 90 degrees apart, 8 inches from tank.
Manually operated Flo-Ball valve, Hydromatics Inc., Model 115F
stainless steel for liquid-oxygen service, 1-inch nominal size.
Weld flange rings to pipe. Machine flange surface after welding.
Stainless steel pipe, 5-inch nominal size.
Stainless steel fitting (1 inch) and 10056-16. Weld to Tank. Use
stainless steel flare nuts and 8 inches of Type 304 tubing.
_::,inless steel fitting (0.50 inch) and 10056-8. Weld to Tank. Use
sty-uless steel flare nuts and 8 inches of Type 304 tubing.
Stainless steel Toruseal, Size No. C5750A. Typical for both ends
of test cylinder.
Stainless steel flare nut (1 inch) on 8-inch length of Type 304 tubing
to fit, and 10056-16 on valve.
Stainless steel flare nut (0.50 inch) on 8-inch length of Type 304
tubing to fit and 10056-8 on valve.
* Circled figures refer to construction details of Figure 14.
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SECTION3
INVESTIGATION OF BUMPEREFFECTIVENESS
3.1 SOLID METAL BiFMPER. The aluminum (6061-T6) bumper and vehicle hull
were subjected to normal impact from an explosively accelerated 0.57-gram cylindri-
cal steel projectile. Criteria for a satisfactory bumper-hull and mass-distance
arrangement was based on the vehicle hull plate not being penetrated or cracked. If
the bumper has the proper mass and distance from the main hull, the projectile
particles and shear plug fragments moving from the bumper toward the vehicle hull
will be dispersed in time, direction, and space, and material strength in the vehicle
hull becomes the important factor. Pertinent data are summarized in Table 4.
Initial impact experiments were made with relatively thick aluminum (6061-T6) slabs.
The 0.57-gram projectile*, traveling at 13,500 ft/sec, did not completely penetrate
or crack an 0. 875-inch plate, but produced (Figure 15) an 0.625-inch diameter non-
hemispherical crater, with a 0.08-inch lip around the crater and a 0.1-inch high
bulge on the rear surface. This panel weighed 12.43 lb/ft 2 and was used as the fiducial
point (Experiment J-2 of Figures 16, 17, 30, and 35), for all subsequent experiments
in which the 0.57-gram projectile was used to study the effect of total mass (bumper
plus target) of the test panel, and the distance of separation on total penetration.
Note that in a number of instances, for example, with copper projectiles or with glass
bumpers, that experiments which did not result in the complete penetration or crack-
ing of the vehicle hull plates were not repeated with a reduced spacing. Experience
has shown that whenever a pronounced bulge appears on the rear surface of the vehicle
hull plate, a small reduction in spacing will result in complete penetration and/or
cracking.
3.1.1 Aluminum Bumper ! Type 6061-T6_ 0.125 Inch Thick. Nine 0.125-inch alu-
minum bumpers with a spacing from 0.5 to 6 inches have been subjected to impact
from the 0.57-gram steel projectile. The curve in Figure 16 (data are summarized in
Table 4) represents the change in total weight (fixed bumper thickness plus variable
vehicle hull) per area with distance of separation between the bumper and vehicle
hull. All experimental points are coded for easy reference. A description of the
impact conditions are given in Table 2 for the experiment (or Round Number) desig-
nated O-80(CAB), etc., in Figure 16.
* The projectile maintained its integrity during acceleration and produced one large
and one very small crater. The small crater may have been formed by a frag-
ment of lead from the collet used to position the steel projectile.
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3.1.2 Aluminum Bumper, Type 6061-T61 0.090 Inch Thick. Twenty 0.090-inch
aluminum bumpers*, with a spacing from zero to 6 inches, have been subjected to
impact from the 0.57-gram steel projectile. The data are summarized in Table 4
and Figure 17 with a description of the impact conditions given in Table 2.
Test panel J-19 (Figure 18), with an 0.090-inch bumper placed flush on the hull
plate, weighed 11o86 lb/ft 2. The 0.250-inch diameter by 0.094-inch thick cylindrical
projectile traveling at 14,750 ft/sec (with several minute fragments) produced exten-
sive damage to the bumper at the point of impact. Moreover, the hull plate was
almost completely penetrated, and several cracks were produced in the bulge of
disturbed material (one inch in diameter by 0.25-inch high) on the rear of the plate
(Figure 19).
With the same test panel weight of 11.86 lb/ft 2, but with a 0.25-inch distance between
the 0.090-inch bumper and hull plate, the projectile traveling at 15,200 ft/sec did not
penetrate or crack (Experiment A-49) the aluminum hull plate (Figure 20). An 0.8-
inch diameter and 0.05-inch high bulge of disturbed material was produced on the
rear face of the hull plate. The fluid material leaving the crater in the hull plate can
either cause petal formations in the bumper with zero Slicing as seen in Figure 18,
or can coat and produce the numerous small craters in a bumper spaced at a small
distance from the main hull as seen in Figure 21, the reverse face of the bumper from
test panel A-49.
The importance of spacing the bumper from the hull plate can also be seen from the
additional photographs (Figures 22, 23, and 24) of test panels (10.15 lb/ft 2) J-5, A-43,
and J-6 with zero, 0.25-, and 0.50-inch spacing, respectively. The bumper of panel
J-5 with zero spacing was petalled slightly, but not as much as J-19 (Figure 18),
since the hull plate was completely penetrated, and most of the erupted hull plate
material did not move back through the shear plug hole in the bumper. Consequently,
confinement was less and a high back pressure was not produced. Test panel A-43
with an 0o 25-inch spacing was not penetrated, but the hull plate was cracked (Figure
25), while panel J-6 with an 0.50-inch spacing prevented complete penetration or
crack formation. Back splash of hull plate material, erupted from the crater onto
the rear face of the bumper, can be seen in Figures 21, 25, and 26.
Test panel A-40 was subjected to impact from a projectile at 21,700 ft/sec. The
bumper caused the projectile to fragment (Figure 27), but the projectile and shear
plug fragments had sufficient mass and velocity to penetrate the hull plate as well as
the 0.125-inch aluminum inspection plate placed four inches behind the target. Figure
28 shows the small craters on the reverse face of the bumper, that were caused from
* The data for experiment O-91 were not included in Figure 17 since the velocity
was not measured.
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Figure 27. Aluminum Bumper With 2.56-Inch Spacing (Panel A-40) 
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the material erupted (splashed back) from the small craters and the hole produced
in the hull plate.
The bumper in test panel A-42 (Figure 29) was placed 4.06 inches in front of the
target (total weight of 7.48 lb/ft_), and it effectively fragmented the projectile traveling
at 15,000 ft/sec. This can be seen from the numerous small craters in the hull plate.
Moreover, the cone of the projectile or shear plug particles did not posses sufficient
mass or velocity to completely penetrate the hull plate.
3.1.3 Aluminum Bumper, Type 6061-T6, 0.063 Inch Thick. Impact data obtained
with 0.063-inch bumpers and the 0.57-gram projectile (Figure 30 and Table 4) are
quite similar to those obtained with the 0.090-inch bumpers (Figure 17). For any
given total weight, a critical minimum distance must be maintained between the
0.063-inch bumper and hull plate in order to permit the cone of projectile and shear
plug fragments to expand and impact over a large hull plate area (momentum per-
impact-area is diminished).
A spacing of 0.5-inch in test panel A-48 (Figure 31) was sufficient to prevent the
projectile traveling at 14,700 ft/sec from completely penetrating the hull plate, but
not from spalling and cracking the rear surface (Figure 32). Increasing the spacing
from 0.5 inch to 0.75 inch, with the same total weight of 9.77 lb/ft 2 was adequate to
prevent complete pentration or cracking of the hull plate (Figure 33).
The total weight of the test panel was decreased from 9.77- to 6.17-1b/ft 2. When the
spacing was increased to 3 inches (Figure 34), the projectile traveling at 16,000 ft/sec
fragmented on contact with the 0.063-inch bumper, and the cone of particles expanded
to the point where penetration of the vehicle hull plate was prevented.
3.1.4 Aluminum Bumper_ .Type 6061-T6, 0.032 Inch Thick
3.1.4.1 Steel Projectile; 0, 57 Gram, The experimental impact data for 0.032-inch
aluminum bumpers subjected to impact from the 0.57-gram steel projectile are sum-
marized in Figure 35 and Table 4. Twelve experiments were made with test panels
that weighed from 11.03 to 5.74 lb/ft 2, and with a spacing from 0.25 to 4.0 inches.
Projectile orientation at the time of impact with the 0.032-inch bumper is very critical
(see Section 9.5). This orientation manifests itself in the fact that any selected 0.032-
inch bumper-vehicle hull system of fixed spacing and total weight per-unit-area will
perform as designed, when the fiat face of the projectile strikes the bumper, but pene-
tration will occur when the edge of the projectile strikes the bumper. The total
momentum for the projectile will be identical in all instances, and will not depend on
whether the projectile strikes the bumper flat or on edge. However, the momentum
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per-impact-area will be considerably greater when the edge of the projectile strikes
the bumper; consequently, projectile fragmentation will be less and damage to the
main hull of the vehicle hull will be greater.
Due to the sensitivity of the 0. 032-inch bumper system to projectile orientation, a
series of experiments were made with each test panel combination (same total weight)
in order to obtain valid results. A projectile striking an edge which failed to completely
penetrate the hull, or a projectile striking fiat which did completely penetrate the hull,
would justify a change in spacing.
The open squares in Figure 35 indicate the total weight and spacing used, while the
closed and open circles indicate the extent of test panel damage. This method of
reporting the data was necessary, since the same test panel, depending on projectile
orientation at the time of impact with the bumper, may or may not be penetrated.
3.1.4.2 Steel l>ro|ectile; 0.21 Gram. Test panels with an aluminum bumper, 0. 032-
inch thick and spaced from zero to eight inches from aluminum vehicle hulls of
variable mass, have been subjected to impact from a 0.21-gram cylindrical steel
projectile, 0.063-inch thick and 0. 188 inch in diameter. All impact data are sum-
marized in Figure 35 and Table 5. It should be noted that a new fiducial point was
determined (N-116) for a single thick plate requiring 8.87 lb/ft 2 to prevent penetra-
tion, spallation, or cracking as a result of impact from the 0.21-gram projectile.
This value can be compared to 12.43 lb/ft 2 required for the 0.57-gram projectile.
3.1.5 Aluminum Bumper, Type 6061-T6, 0. 1875 Inch Thick. Three test panels
(A-229, A-230, and A-232} with 0.187 5-inch aluminum bumpers and 0.50-inch thick
amminum vehicle hull plates were subjected to impact from the 0.57-gram steel
projectile. The data are summarized in Table 6. Impact velocities were 13,900,
14,800, and 14,700 ft/sec for separation distances 0.25, 0.125, and zero inch (flush},
respectively. It should be observed that: a) none of the test panels were pierced
completely; b) penetration into the vehicle plate decreased with increasing distance
of separation from the bumper; c) the damage inflicted to the bumper was approxi-
mately the same in the three experiments; and d) none of the bumpers, even at the
small separation distances, exhibited any evidence of petal formation.
3.1.6 Aluminum Bumper, Type 6061-T6, 0.090 Inch Thick; Copper Pro|ectile.
Six test panels with 0. 090-inch aluminum (6061-T6) bumpers were subjected to impact
(Table 7) with explosively accelerated copper projectiles, * that were 0.25 inch in
diameter by 0.094 inch thick and weighed** 0.67 gram.
• The copper and 4130 steel projectiles axe of identical geometry and have a mass
of 0.67 gram and 0.57 gram, respectively. The electrolytic copper is 99.9 percent
pure with the specification of QQC-502.
** Consult Table 7 for exact weights.
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The data, in circles, are summarized in Figure 36 and can be compared with the data
(solid line) obtained with the impact of a steel projectile on the 0. 090-inch thick alumi-
num bumper (Figure 17). It should be noted that the same fiducial point was obtained
with both the copper and steel projectiles. The excellent concordance between the
two sets of data is obvious.
The craters produced by copper and steel projectiles can be seen in Figure 37 and
the pertinent data are summarized in Table 8.
3.1.7 Magnesium - Lithium Alloy* (LA-141). Four experiments were made (Table
4, Figures 38 and 39) with Mg-Li alloy* bumper-aluminum (6061-T6) hull combina-
tions. Both sets (0.063- and 0.095-inch thick bumpers) of data are in excellent con-
cordance with the respective curves obtained with similar aluminum bumpers. The
steel projectile weighed 0.57 grams prior to acceleration in air.
3.1.8 Stainless Steel_ Type 301_ 0.063 Inch Thick. Five test panels with 0. 063-inch
thick stainless steel bumpers and aluminum (6061-T6) vehicle hull plates were sub-
jected to impact from the 0.57-gram steel projectile (Table 6). The aluminum hull
in four test panels (A-222 to A-225) was 0.50-inch thick, and the separation distance
from the stainless steel bumper was varied from zero (flush) to 0.75 inch. It should
be observed that: a) the configuration with zero spacing was the only test pane.
completely pierced; b) penetration into the vehicle hull plate was about the same
with separation distances of 0.125 to 0.750 inch; c) the damage inflicted to the bumper
was about the same in the three test panels not pierced completely; and d) none of the
bumpers, even with small separation distances, exhibited any evidence of petal forma-
tion.
The total weight of the fifth test panel was decreased from 9.72 to 7.90 lb/ft 2 and the
separation distance was increased to 2.0 inches. This arrangement prevented the
0.57-gram steel projectile from completely penetrating the test panel. A bulge of
0.07 inch was raised on the reverse face of the hull plate.
3.2 GLASS BUMPERS. Four test panels with 0.094-inch plate glass bumpers were
subjected to impact with explosively accelerated steel projectiles that weighed 0.57
gram. The data, in squares, are summarized in Table 4 and Figure 36 and can be
compared with the data (solid line) obtained with the impact of a steel projectile on
the 0.090-inch thick aluminum bumper (Figure 17). The glass bumper completely
fragmented on impact making it impossible to determine the projectile orientation
and integrity at the instant of impact. This necessitated coding (see Table 2 for
symbol definitions) the impact data with glass bumpers as C-B, C-C, or C-D. The
excellent concordance between the two sets (0. 090-inch aluminum and glass bumpers)
of data is obvious from Figure 36.
* Mg-14.1Li-1.5A1; density of 1.35 g/cc; Young's modulus of 6.5 × 106 psi.
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The extent of damage inflicted on a main vehicle hull that was protected (Round No.
0-60) with the 0. 094-inch thick plate glass bumper spaced 1.5 inches from the hull
is shown in Figure 40. This brittle and amorphous glass bumper material provided
sufficient time and resistance to completely fragment the steel projectile traveling
at 17,500 ft/sec. The crater in the vehicle hull was irregular and the area surrounding
the crater was heavily pitted (see Section 9.5).
3.3 WIRE SCREEN BUMPERS. Sixteen-mesh, 0.028-inch aluminum screen was
used as a bumper in two experiments (Table 4) with a 1.0-inch space between the
bumper and main hull of the vehicle. The bumper in Experiment 0-94 was composed
of two layers of screen which were pressed together. Impact from the 0.59-gram
steel projectile traveling at 15,200 ft/sec produced holes of 0.48-inch and 0.7-inch
diameter in the first and second screens, respectively. The aluminum (6061-T6)
vehicle hull was not penetrated, but a 0.4-inch circle of material was spalled from
the back surface of the plate. The bumper in Experiment 0-95 was composed of one
layer of screen. The steel projectile, traveling at 14,300 ft/sec, produced a 0.48-
inch by 0.50-inch hole in the screen. The main hull was completely penetrated with
the formation of a 0.8-inch diameter shear plug which tapered to 0.4 inch.
The mesh of the wire screen was smaller than the projectile and permitted the steel
projectile to partially fragment on impact. It should be noted that the wire screen
had numerous impact holes, but many were produced by the spray of material splashed
back from the 0. 625-inch thick aluminum plate. This was determined from the direc-
tion in which the broken wires surrounding the hole were bent.
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SECTION 4
PRESSURIZED STRUCTURES
Space vehicles will have components pressurized with fluid, gas and liquid fuel
tanks at cryogenic temperatures, liquid working fluid for radiators where the tem-
perature will be moderate to high, and gas for ambient temperature inflatable and
manned structures. Pressurized structures, especially liquid filled components,
present formidable protection problems due to the difference in materials and com-
ponent behavior when subjected to hyperveloeity impact.
The kinetic energy of a high velocity particle is delivered to a liquid pressurized
tank at an extremely high rate. Since this energy supplements the hoop tension
existing in the vessel wall, failure can be expected at the point of particle impact.
This has been observed [ 2, 3 ] and the preliminary puncture {projectile velocity of
approximately 17,000 ft/sec ) will be followed by catastrophic ripping {Figures 41
and 42) of the vessel wall by stored energy due to the hoop tension stresses. Gas
pressurized structures may behave in an entirely different manner {Figure 43}.
The kinetic energy is delivered to the vessel walls at a slower rate {relative to
the liquid filled tank} due to the low gas density and low speed of sound. Therefore,
failure can be expected via puncture, spaU, and continued flight of the hypervelocity
particles through the gas and out the opposite side of the tank. If, however, the
crack or tear produced in the wall of the gas pressurized tank exceeds the critical
crack length of the material for the wall stresses which prevail, catastrophic frac-
ture of the tank wall may occur just as in the case of the liquid filled tank.
In addition to these obvious hazards, other perils exist which are frequently not
recognized. For example, an astronaut may: a} experience shock and/or concus-
sion; and b} be subjected to a flash explosion from the high velocity impact with an
oxygen-rich pressurized space vehicle. Also, liquid-oxygen propellant storage
tanks may explode since they will contain both liquid and gaseous oxygen.
In order to determine [2] the extent of damage as well as to study the impact flash
and explosions resulting from meteoric particle impact on oxygen-rich pressure
vessels, a 5-inch diameter by 6.75-inch long cylinder was fabricated (see Figures
13 and 14, and Table 3) with replaceable end diaphragms. These test containers
were subjected to impact with explosively accelerated steel projectiles.
4.1 TEST PANEL NO. 1: 5A1-2.5Sn-Ti; 20-PSI GASEOIJ$ OXYGEN. The front
and back diaphragms (0. 025 inch thick) of the test cylinder were fabricated from the
5A1-2.5Sn-Ti alloy, and the system was pressurized to 20 psi with pure gaseous
oxygen. The 0.2110-gram*projectile, with an impact velocity of 15,900 ft/sec,
formed the 0.33-inch diameter hole and the 0.75-inch diameter oxidized and burned
area in the front diaphragm (Figure 44). Impact with the titanium alloy diaphragm
* Accelerated Mass
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fragmented the projectile but did not prevent particles from penetrating the rear
diaphragm. This rear diaphragm burned rapidly in the oxygen-rich environment
and produced a burned-out area of about four inches in diameter. Ignition appears
to have originated from at least three points.
4.2 TEST PANEL NO. 2:301 FULL-HARD STAINLESS STEEL; 60-PSI GASEOUS
OXYGEN. The front and back diaphragms (0. 010 inch thick) of the test cylinder
were 301 extra-fuU-hard stainless steel and the system was pressurized to 60 psi
with pure gaseous oxygen. The 0. 2154-gram projectile, with an impact velocity of
13,600 ft/sec, formed the 0.25-inch diameter hole (Figure 45) in the front diaph-
ragm. Fragmentation of the projectile was extensive as evidenced from the num-
erous small holes in the rear diaphragm. An explosion was initiated as a result of
the impact and the rear diaphragm was ruptured, but only after it was penetrated
from the forward moving fragments. Two pieces of the rear diaphragm were found
and these are shown in Figure 45.
Photographs (not shown in this report) of one test cylinder were obtained at the rate
of 25,600 frames-per-second (_1000) with an exposure time of one microsecond,
using a Beckman and Whitley, Model 326, Dynafax camera. The projectile broke
in at least two pieces as evidenced from two flame jets. Details of the burning
could not be followed since the entire area of the front diaphragm was obscured
with the cloud of many fine particles of titanium alloy, titanium oxide(s), iron and
iron oxide(s). Oxidation was quite rapid as evidenced from the progressive increase
in illumination of this cloud of material.
4.3 TEST PANEL NO. 3: 6A1-4V-Ti; 60-PSI LIQUID OXYGEN. The front dia-
phragm of the titanium (6A1-4V-Ti) test panel ruptured from the impact of the 0. 097-
gram projectile traveling at 12,300 ft/sec. Frame A (Figure 46) shows the flap
(Frame C) of titanium ripped from the front diaphragm (0. 016 inch thick) as the
liquid oxygen pressure was released. This flap of metal burned (about 10 percent
burned) in the oxygen atmosphere, and the reaction can be seen in Frame B, which
was taken 2.67 seconds after the impact. The rear diaphragm (0. 016 inch thick)
was neither pierced nor damaged (Frame D).
4.4 TEST PANEL NO. 4: ALUMINUM (2024-T3)_ 60-PSI LIQUID OXYGEN. The
front and back diaphragms (0. 016-inch thick) of the test cylinder were 2024-T3
aluminum, and the system was pressurized to 60 psi with liquid oxygen. The 0. 097-
gram projectile, with an impact velocity of 12,300 ft/sec, formed the two holes
(0.20-inch and 0.10-inch in diameter) in the front diaphragm. There was extensive
fragmentation of the projectile on impact, as evidenced from the numerous small
holes (1 hole with a 0.15-inch diameter, plus 12 smaller holes) in the rear diaphragm
(Figure 47). Slight oxidation occurred only at the rear diaphragm. Sequence photo-
graphs show the jet of oxygen escaping from the punctures produced in the rear dia-
phragm of the pressurized aluminum (2024-T3) structure.
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Figure 43. Gas-Pressurized Tank During Impact [Ref 31 
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SECTION5
ENERGY-ABSORBINGCOREMATERIALS
Several energy absorbing or core materials were subjected to preliminary impact
investigation with 0.57-gram steel projectiles. This material, located between the
bumper and vehicle hull, was placed in contact with the vehicle hull in all experi-
ments except F-167 (see Table 9). All test panels were fabricated from 6061-T6
aluminum, and the bumper thickness was held constant at 0. 063 inch except in
experiment D-159, where it was 0. 032 inch.
The preliminary tests with energy-absorbing configurations subjected to impact
from the steel projectile were limited to an experimental survey. All data (except
Experiments D-159 and F-167) pertinent to the different energy-absorbing test panels
are summarized in Table 8, and Figures 48 through 50. It should be observed that
six different test panel configurations were used, and these, with the respective
experiments, are summarized in Figure 51.
Two test panels were fabricated from a honeycomb-core material, which is a dif-
ferent type of energy absorber. Test panel 1 was composed of honeycomb with 0.75-
inch cells* made from 0. 005-inch commercial aluminum foil placed between 0. 040-
inch plates of 2024-T86 Alclad. The honeycomb was bonded to the skins with Aero-
bond adhesive 422. This panel (Figure 52) was subjected to impact (in air) from a
0.063-inch thick by 0.19-inch in diameter, 0. 2144-gram steel projectile, traveling
at 13,200 ft/sec. Two small fragments were broken from the projectile. The two
fragments and the remainder of the projectile penetrated the entire panel, as well
as the 0. 125-inch aluminum (6061-T6) plate placed 6.75 inches behind the test
panel. The honeycomb was deformed extensively due to the explosive impact of the
projectile.
Test panel 2 was composed of honeycomb with 0.75-inch cells made with 0. 005-inch
commercial aluminum foil, placed between 0. 050-inch plates of 5-ply Conolon 506.
The honeycomb was bonded to the skins with Aerobond adhesive 422. This panel
(Figure 53) was subjected to impact (in air) from the 0. 063 inch thick by 0.19 inch
in diameter, 0. 2108-gram steel projectile, traveling at 16,100 ft/sec. The back
skin was completely removed from the test panel as a result of the impact, and the
projectile fragments penetrated the 0,125-inch aluminum (6061-T6) plate, placed
6.75 inches behind the test panel. The honeycomb was deformed extensively due to
the explosive impact.
* Plastilock 620 was used for the intercellular adhesive.
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SECTION 6
PROJECTILES
6.1 DAMAGE RELATED TO PHYSICAL STATE: MASS, COMPOSITION, AND
6.1.1 Physical State. Penetration dependence on impact velocity of solid alumi-
num [4], liquid[ 5], mercury, and water projectiles on 1100 and 2024 aluminum
is given in Figure 54. Unfortunately, the maximum liquid-impact velocity is 2625
ft/sec. The penetration (P) damage in 2024 aluminum, at the impact velocity of
2231 ft/sec, is directly proportional to the projectile density (p) ; i.e., P/D values*
of 0.101, 0.27, and 1.38, for water, aluminum, and mercury projectiles, respec-
tively. This analogy cannot be carried out at high velocities due to the absence of
any pertinent data for liquid projectiles.
6.1.2 Cylinders: Explosively Accelerated
6.1.2.1 Steel: 0.57 Gram. The behavior and damage inflicted by 0.57-gram
steel projectiles has been discussed in Sections 3 and 5, and will be discussed again
in Section 7.
6.1.2.2 Steeh Q, 21 Gram. The behavior and damage inflicted by 0.21-gram steel
projectiles to bumpered test panels and to pressurized vessels has been discussed
in Sections 3 and 4, and the bumpered test panel data are summarized in Table 5.
6.1.2.3 Steel: 0.097 Gram. The behavior and damage inflicted by 0. 097-gram
steel projectiles to pressurized vessels has been discussed in Section 4.
6.1.2.4 Copper: 0.67 Gram. The behavior and damage inflicted by 0.67-gram
copper projectiles to bumpered test panels has been discussed in Section 3 and sum-
marized in Table 7.
6.1.3 Glass Spheres: 0.08 Gram. Spherical glass projectiles, 0. 157 inch in
diameter and weighing 0. 075 gram, have been accelerated with a light gas gun
and the data have been summarized in Table 10. Projectiles maintained their inte-
grity during acceleration, and struck the aluminum {6061-T6} plate in vacuum. One
projectile, traveling at 15,220 ft/sec, produced a crater that was nearly hemispheri-
cal; approximately 0.26 inch deep and 0.45 inch in diameter, with a 0.0S-inch lip.
Penetration Depth
*Ratio: Projectile Diameter
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Figure 54. Penetration Dependence on Impact Velocity of Solid
and Liquid Projectiles [Ref 5 and 13]
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The formation of nearly hemispherical craters with impact velocities of 12,000,
14,410, 15,220, and 15,720 ft/sec have also been observed in experiments 431, 446,
442, and 445 (Figure 55), where the ratio of crater diameter to depth was observed to
be 2.5, 2.05, 1.73, and 1.91, respectively. This ratio should be 2.00 for a hemi-
spherical crater.
6.1.4 Nylon Spheres: 0.299 Gram. A spherical nylon projectile 0.3125 inch in dia-
meter and weighing 0.299 gram*, has been accelerated to 17,800 ft/sec in vacuum
with the light gas gun (Table 10). Damage to the test panel did not appear to be severe
as evidenced from the wide (0.85 inch) but shallow (0.4 inch} crater, as seen in
Figure 56. However, damage to the entire 0. 875-inch thick aluminum test panel was
more extensive than the damage observed on the front of the panel. The rear surface
was bulged and cracked (Figure 56) due to the transmission of a strong compression
wave produced by the impact of the projectile.
6.1.5 Accelerated Steel Spheres
6.1.5.1 Light Gas Gun: 0.12 Gram. A spherical steel projectile, 0.125 inch in
diameter and weighing 0.12 gram has been accelerated to 14,000 ft/sec in vacuum
with the light gas gun (Table 10). The depth (0.38 inch} of the crater was almost
equal to the diameter (0.35 by 0.40 inch). The crater can be seen in Figure 57.
6.1.5.2 Explosive Driver: 0.34 Gram. Four soft steel spherical projectiles
(Table 5), 0.17 inch in diameter and weighing 0.34 gram, have been accelerated with
the explosive driver. The velocity in one experiment (F-192) was 12,500 ft/sec, and
the projectile produced a 0.2- by 0.25-inch diameter hole in the 0.063-inch thick alu-
minum bumper. This bumper was not adequate, in conjunction with the 0.187-inch
thick aluminum vehicle hull and a four-inch spacing, to prevent complete penetration.
6.2 ORIENTATION AND FRAGMENTATION. In addition to the difficulties associated
with the change in geometry and the loss of mass for projectiles accelerated in air
(see the following section), there are orientation problems at the instant of impact.
The cylindrical projectile may tilt (see Figure 7) or tumble during acceleration and
flight to the test panel. Projectile orientation effects are diminished: a} when the
test panel is thick and only a crater is formed; or b} if the projectile has a very high
velocity. It should be observed that a projectile accelerated in air is surrounded by
gas and, consequently, is in a state which does not resemble the condition of a mete-
oroid particle prior to or at the instant of impact on an aerospace vehicle.
There are significant differences in the impact pattern(s} formed when the flat face
(Figure 58} rather than the edge (Figure 59) of the projectile strikes the bumper. A
flat-face impact will produce a circular hole. An edge impact, however, will pro-
* The accelerated and impact mass should be almost identical since the projectile
was launched in vacuum.
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Figure 55. Glass Projectile Damage to Aluminum Panels 
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Figure 56. Cra t e r  Formed in Aluminum With a Nylon Sphere 
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EXPERIMENT NO. 447 
0.125-INCH STEEL SPHERE (0.12 GRAM) 
PRESSURE: 105-MM Hg 
14,010 FT/SEC 
Figure 57. Crater Formed in Aluminum with a Steel Sphere 
duce an elliptical hole in the bumper a s  well as an elliptical pattern of small craters 
in the vehicle hull. The major axis of the hole in the bumper does not coincide with 
the major axis of the crater pattern; i. e . ,  the major dimension of the hole in the 
bumper and the crater pattern on the hull a r e  rotated 90 degrees as seen in Figure 
59. In addition, the particle distribution is not uniform, is concentrated in the cen- 
tral region, and results in greater penetration than observed with a flat-face impact. 
Impact patterns on vehicle hulls protected by a bumper show craters  which could 
only be produced by discrete particles. In a preliminary attempt to ascertain the 
fate of the steel projectile and the aluminum shear plug, an 0.57-gram projectile 
was fired through an 0.090-inch bumper. A block of paraffin was placed behind the 
aluminum plate. Three magnetic fragments were recovered (0.0341, 0.0253, and 
0.0113 gram) as well a s  a quantity of gray magnetic paraffin. Microscopic examina- 
tion of these three particles showed that melting occurred on one surface with jagged 
fracture on the opposite surface. These fragments evidently were from the peri- 
meter of the projectile. 
6.3 RECOVERY AFTER ACCELERATION. The original mass of the projectile 
is not accelerated intact with the explosive technique. There is a loss of material 
around the perimeter of the projectile due to aerodynamic effects, so that the 
accelerated o r  original mass of the projectile cannot be used in computing its strik- 
ing momentum and energy. This mass loss ,  which varies with the explosive charge 
design, is apparently constant for a given charge design and experimental arrange- 
ment. 
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Figure 58. Fragmentation Behavior on Flat-Face Impact 
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To experimentally determine the actual projectile mass which strikes the test panel,
several projectiles were accelerated into a projectile recovery material placed in
the same position as the test panels (see Section 2) with the arrangement shown in
Figure 60. This projectile recovery material consisted of eight inches of shaving
cream positioned in front of two cakes of paraffin.
The projectile in experiment 221, 0. 094 inch thick by 0. 250 inch in diameter, and
weighing 0.5628 gram, was accelerated to 9100 ft/sec. This projectile (Figure 60)
was recovered intact after penetrating 1-1/2 inches into the first block of paraffin.
The leading surface had 4 of the silver grid paper marks embossed in the steel.
Also, the largest diameter (0. 293 inch) appeared at the leading surface with the
rear edge belled inward. This recovered projectile weighed 0. 5506 gram which
results in a 2.2 percent weight loss.
In Experiment 227 the 0. 5760-gram projectile was accelerated to 12,960 ft/sec.
This projectile was recovered intact and weighed 0. 4538 gram (21.2 percent loss),
was 0.048 inch thick and 0.35 inch in diameter (Figure 60). The leading edge was
curved and the edges were colored blue from oxidation.
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SECTION 7
HOLE DIAMETER IN METAL PLATES
The diameter of the holes in the aluminum (2024-T3 unless designated as 6061-T6),
titanium (75-A), magnesium (HK-31A), and full hard 301 stainless steel surfaces
struck by the 0.57-gram high velocity steel projectile are given as a function of
impact velocity in Figures 61 through 65. Over the very narrow velocity range
considered, and near to the normal sonic velocity of about 16,500 ft/sec for these
four metals, the hole diameter for a particular thickness appears to be linear and
independent of impact velocity. It should be observed, also, that the distance be-
tween the projectile and hull plate in the initial experiments was 84 inches for
HK-31A, 2024-T3 aluminum, titanium, and 40 inches in the last group of experi-
ments with aluminum 6061-T6, LA-141, and 301 stainless steel.
The data summarized in Figures 66 and 67 were obtained with 0.21-.gram and 0.097-
gram cylindrical steel projectiles that were explosively accelerated. These data
on thin panels of pressurized cylinders are not adequate to permit a statistical
evaluation and are not precise enough to warrant further conclusions.
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SECTION8
PHOTOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF IMPACT PHENOMENA
8.1 LOW SPEED PHOTOGP.A.PHS. The calibre . 30-06 projectile, with a velocity
of 3030 ft/sec, penetrated the 0. 125-inch and the 0. 250-inch aluminum (6061-T6)
plates spaced four inches apart (Figure 68). The diameter of the holes in the first
and second plates are 0.3 and 0.35 inch, respectively, and can be compared to the
initial projectile diameter of 0.3 inch. The grooves in the wall of the hole in the
first plate correspond to the rifling on the projectile. Photographs of the impact
were taken at the rate of 2886 frames-per-second (Figure 69). Frame No. 1 shows
the bullet and shear plug fragments passing through the first plate. Frame No. 2
shows: a) the spray of particles moving away from the front surface of the first
plate at an angle of approximately 42°; and b) the impact flash and the bullet with the
shear plug fragments moving through the second plate; and c) the lip formed on both
faces of the first plate. It should be noted from Figure 68 that the second plate was
struck with numerous small fragments as well as the projectile.
Sequence photographs of the behavior of pressurized (60-psi liquid oxygen) tanks
when subjected to impact from a high velocity particle are given in Figure 47.
These photographs were taken with a 70ram Hulcher camera at the rate of 25 frames-
per-second and show the jet of oxygen escaping from the punctures produced in the
rear diaphragm of the pressurized aluminum (2024-T3) structure.
8.2 MODERATE SPEED PHOTOGRAPHS. The flash resulting from the impact
of the 0.55 gram, 15,800 ft/sec projectile on four spaced plates is given in Figure
70. Plates 1 and 3 were magnesium HK-31A, and plates 2 and 4 were aluminum
2024-T3. The luminosity produced is above the bright sunshine which appears as
the black background. The four plates were completely penetrated. The extent of
damage to each plate can be summarized as follows:
a. Plate 1:
b. Plate 2:
c. Plate 3:
d. Plate 4:
Two holes; 0.58- and 0.18-inch diameter.
Four-inch diameter of small perforations.
Six-inch diameter of small craters and a 1.5-inch diameter of
perforations.
Four-inch diameter of small craters and a 2.5-inch diameter of
perforations.
It can be seen that the impact flash at the surface of a plate is considerably greater
in volume than at the exit side. For example, the size of the flash at the front of
plate 2 is greater than at the reverse side and the same phenomena occurs at the
opposite faces of plates 3 and 4. This can be attributed to the fact that the flash at
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Figure 68. Damage to Aluminum Plates by a Calibre .30-06 Bullet 
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the front of the plate is produced by the impact of many particles, and that not all
particles penetrate the plate. The flash at the reverse side of the plate is produced
by the particles which have penetrated the plate as well as those particles produced
from the shear plug and via spallation. Someof the projectile and shear plug parti-
cles continue on a straight line trajectory, while some of the shear plug and spa!l
material leaves the rear of the plate at an angle; this generates the luminous cone
that is observed.
8.3 HIGH SPEED PHOTOGRAPHS. High speed photographs of the impact pheno-
mena were taken after fixed periods of lapsed time withthe Beckman and Whitley,
Model 326, Dynafax camera. Two different, but representative, photographic
sequences are shown in Figures 71 and 73.
The photographs shown in Figure 71 were taken at 26,500 frames-per-second
(+1000 frames-per-second}. The impact velocity of the 0.58-gram projectile on the
test panel was 9700 ft/sec. Three aluminum plates comprised this panel; the first
two plates were 0. 125 inch thick and spaced three inches apart, while plate 3 was
0. 250 inch thick and placed one inch from plate 2.
The projectile maintained its integrity (or if fragmentation did occur, the particles
were fairly close together) on acceleration, as evidenced from the uniform impact
flash (Frame 1 of Figure 71), and inspection of the front surface of the first bumper
plate (Figure 72). The dimensions of the hole or shear plug varied from 0. 329 to
0.422 inch. The ball of material (projectile plus shear plug}, as seen in Frame 1 of
Figure 71, was about 0. 704 inch, which is almost twice the diameter of the hole.
Thus, it can be deduced that either the projectile punched a hole in the bumper that
was originally larger and there is rebound* in the bumper material as the elastic
stresses in the main body of the bumper relax, that luminosity increases the
image size, or that the ball of fragmentary material is increasing its volume.
Although there is a luminosity effect, the latter deduction appears to be the most
feasible, especially since the impact flash is spread over a 3.63_inch diameter
circle (Figure 71} and the small craters and pit-marks over a 4.5-to 4.75-inch
diameter circle of the second plate. These craters and pit marks are probably
formed from the particles disrupted from the first plate. The main hole (0.47 inch)
in the second plate was probably formed from particles of the original projectile,
since the impact velocity (9700 ft/sec) was too low to completely fragment and dis-
perse the particles of the incident projectile. Material passing through the second
plate impinged on and cracked, but did not completely penetrate, the third plate.
The photographs shown in Figure 73 were taken at 25,800 frames-per-second (±1000
frames-per-second). The impact velocity of the 0.57-gram projectile on the test
panel was 28,600 ft/sec. Four aluminum plates, each 0. 125 inch thick, with the
*Rebound may account for about 10 to 20 percent.
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FIRST PLATE FRONT FIRST PLATE REAR 
SECOND PLATE FRONT 
SPACING 3 INCHES 
SECOND PLATE REAR 
SPACING 3 INCHES 
THIRD PLATE FRONT 
SPACING 1 INCH 
D-155 
BUMPER AND TARGET@) 6061-T6 AI. 
PROJECTILE (4130 STEEL) 
THIRD PLATE REAR 
SPACING 1 INCH 
VELOCITY 9700 FT/SEC 
MASS, 0.5955 GRAM 
PLATE THICKNESS 0.125 INCH 
I1 2 3 4 5 61 INCHES 
Figure 72. Aluminum Plates Used in  Experiment D-155 
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spacing indicated were used to form the test panel. The projectile broke into five
fragments on acceleration as evidenced from inspection of the bumper plate (Figure
73). Four of these fragments penetrated the bumper; three of them very close to-
gether. These three fragments formed the large (one inch wide) cloud of material
that can be seen between the bumper and Plate 2 in Frame 1 of Figure 73. The
second cloud (0.44 inch wide} of material, directly below the large cloud, resulted
from penetration of the bumper by the fourth projectile fragment. The incident
particle velocity was sufficiently high to completely disrupt the integrity of the pro-
jectile particles so that the cloud of fragments was dispersed over a large area of
the second plate. In fact, the momentum per-unit-impact-area was so low that the
0. 125-inch plate was bent, and only three small holes were formed in the second
plate. Two of these holes barely penetrated the second plate and produced small
nicks on the surface of the third plate. The third hole in Plate 2 was produced with
a fragment that formed a crater, but did not penetrate the third plate. The bottom
of the crater in the third plate was pressed into the front surface of the fourth plate
and produced the small indentation seen in the appropriate photograph of Figure 74.
The third plate was not bent, and depth of the crater was 0. 250 inch (0. 125 inch
in the plate plus the 0. 125 inch in the gap between Plates 3 and 4).
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FIRST PLATE FRONT FIRST PLATE REAR 
SECONDPLATEFRONT 
SPACING 3 -INCHES 
SECOND PLATE REAR 
SPACING 3-INCHES 
BUMPER AND TARGET(S) 6061-T6 A1 
28,600 FT/SEC 
0.5714-GRAM STEEL PROJECTILE (4130) 
1-INCH 
Figure 74. Aluminum Plates Used in Experiment D-157 
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SECTION 9
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Many aspects and results that were obtained during this program were discussed
phenomenologically in the appropriate sections. The summary and discussion of the
results set forth in this section were directed toward relating and understanding the
numerous phenomena observed. This summarization will be achieved by discussing
the following topics in the order given: Prediction of Damage from Hypervelocity
Crater Data: The 1.5 Times Rule; Meteoroid Bumpers; Pressurized Structures;
Energy-Absorbing Core Materials; Projectiles; and Application of Scaling to Data in
This Report. The principals of meteoroid protection will be delineated in the final
section.
9.1 PREDICTION OF DAMAGE FROM HYPERVELOCITY CRATER DATA: THE
1.5 TIMES RULE. Impact data measurements, simulating meteoric particle impact,
have been reported by a number of laboratories for a number of different projectile
and target materials. Impact velocities usually are less than 30,000 ft/sec, with
an abundance of data at impact velocities* less than 12,000 ft/sec. A considerable
amount of the data is related to the formation of craters in semi-infinite plates**,
rather than to impact phenomena related to thin sheets of material that will be utilized
on aerospace vehicle protection systems. Semi-infinite crater measurements prob-
ably are not applicable for predicting damage to, or changes in, a typical vehicle hull
configuration, which will include the outer skin, substructure, insulation components,
etc. This inapplicability can be based on the fact that simple cratering does not com-
prise the full extent of damage inflicted by a high velocity meteoric particle. It should
be noted that deformation, spallation, and rear surface cracking have been observed in
thick plates where the depth of the crater was comparatively small (see Figure 56).
A frequently used empirical rule is that the thickness required for a high velocity
particle to just penetrate a thin plate is 1.5 times the depth of a crater found in a
semi-infinite plate of the same material. This 1.5 times rule does not appear to be
reliable for all materials systems, or one for which extrapolation into the very high
velocity range can be justified. Consequently, experimental verification must be
established for specific material combinations of projectiles and vehicle hulls.
The impact of a 0.57-gram 4130 cylindrical steel projectile on a 1.5-inch thick 6061-T6
aluminum plate at 16,400 ft/sec formed a crater 0.625 inch deep (Experiment J-l).
* The lower velocities are insufficient for many combinations of projectile-target
plate materials to behave in a fluid or hydrodynamic fashion and do not result in the
formation of a hemispherical crater.
** A semi-infinite plate has sufficient thickness to eliminate all free surface effects.
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If the 1.5 times rule were valid under these experimental conditions, a plate 0.937
inch in thickness would be borderline between partial or complete penetration. It
was experimentally observed that a 0. 875-inch thick plate (Figure 15) was not
completely punctured by an identical projectile with an impact velocity of 13,500
ft/sec (Experiment J-2). A bulge was formed on the rear surface. Plates thinner
than 0.875-inch were cracked or completely punctured. The difference in thickness
(6.6 percent less than predicted) may be attributed, in part, to the lower impact
velocity (13,500 ft/sec) in the latter experiment. The data are in sufficient concor-
dance to state that the 1.5 times rule is valid for the materials under the designated
experimental conditions.
A 0.299-gram spherical nylon projectile with an impact velocity of 17,800 ft/sec
struck a 0.875-inch thick 6061-T6 aluminum plate and produced a nearly hemispherical
crater (0.85-inch diameter and 0.4 inch deep). If the 1.5 times rule were valid under
these experimental conditions (Experiment 438 of Table 10), a plate 0.60 inch in
thickness would be borderline between partial or complete penetration. It can be seen
immediately that the prediction leads to an erroneous result since the rear surface
of the 0.875-inch plate (1.46 times greater than the predicted required thickness) was
scabbed by the impact. The diameter of the scabbed area was 1.25 inches (Figure 56).
Obviously, the impact damage to the 0.875-inch thick plates of 6061-T6 aluminum
from the 0.57-gram steel projectiles traveling in air at 16,400 ft/sec, and the 0.299-
gram nylon projectile traveling in vacuum at 17,800 ft/sec, do not follow the same
pattern. It would be expected that the impact of a nylon sphere would be less severe
than impact from the more dense steel projectile. However, damage to the aluminum
plates indicates this expectation is not true. The crater shape, hemispherical for
the nylon sphere and cylindrical for the steel cylinder, indicates in the specified
hypervelocity environment that nylon is considerably less viscous than steel. The
nylon must have offered very little resistance to flattening and in addition, set up a
compression wave considerably stronger than the steel projectile. Not to be overlooked
is the fact that the nylon projectile-aluminum target combination may behave in a
fluid manner with impact velocities of 17,800 ft/sec, while the steel projectile-
aluminum target combination may not be in the fluid impact region with particle velo-
cities of 16,400 ft/sec.
Measurements of crater dimensions and their associations with particular conditions
of hypervelocity impact, with suitable dimensional scaling, probably have a direct
application to estimates of the surface erosion of space vehicles. Caution should be
exercised in using such data for predicting structural damage from meteoric particle
impact, since penetration and structural damage may not be synonymous. Structural
damage involves some of the more complex and imperfectly understood behavior of
materials when subjected to hypervelocity impact.
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9.2 _METEOROID BUMPERS. In 1946, Whipple [ 6] postulated that a very thin shield
or meteoroid bumper surrounding a space vehicle would efficiently reduce meteoric
particle impact damage. This postulate was based on the assumption that impact with
the bumper would cause the meteoroid to break-up (fragment and/or vaporize) and
these smaller particles of solid or fluid would be spread over a large area of the
space vehicle surface. This fragmentation would greatly reduce the depth of penetration
at any particular location, since the particle mass and velocity would be distributed
over a greater area; i.e., momentum per-unit-area would be significantly reduced.
The term, "meteoroid bumper", includes any material that is used to protect the
vehicle hull from impact damage. However, the term has been restricted to designate
that part of the structure intended to change the condition of the impacting particle from
a single compact solid to a cloud of dispersed particles (solid, liquid and/or gas) before
the particles impact the vehicle hull.
From the standpoint of the meteoroid bumper concept, a space vehicle structure is
composed of three components: a) the void (or core material sandwiched} between;
b) the main hull of the vehicle; and c) the meteoroid bumper. For a high velocity
particle, there is a bumper so thin there is very little decrease in total penetration*,
a thickness which is optimum under the environmental conditions, and a bumper which
is so thick** it cannot be penetrated completely by the particle.
A functional distinction is made, therefore, between the bumper, which permits some
of the incident energy to be utilized in fragmenting the particle and the energy-absorb-
ing (core} material which dissipates some of the kinetic energy before it can cause
damage to the vehicle hull. This distinction is justified by the different physical
characteristics of the materials that are required to efficiently perform the two func-
tions: the bumper apparently should be compact and thin, with a moderately high
density; the energy absorber, based on the experimental data, should be porous and
thick with a moderately low density.
The bumper must be capable of fragmenting the meteoric particle and dispersing its
energy over a large area of the main hull; the core material (if used) may reduce the
velocity of the particles, and the main hull must have sufficient strength to transfer
the momentum of the impacting particles without being penetrated completely. Actually,
the two vehicle components (three when core material is used) function as an entity,
but in order to simplify the analysis of engineering materials and structures during
hypervelocity impact, each component must be considered phenomenologically.
* A bumper that is too thin will not provide the time necessary to utilize the energy
released via impact in fragmenting the particle.
** A bumper that is too thick (but not semi-infinite) may produce large and numerous
spall fragments, even though it is not completely pierced.
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Variables pertaining to the bumper such as composition, thickness, spacing from the
vehicle hull etc., are difficult to separate since they are dependent. Separation of
the variables has been made, in spite of the obvious redundancy, in order to provide
a clear understanding of the significance of each variable.
9.2.1 Material or Composition. The material in the thin bumper at the point of
impact can be assumed to have zero, or nearly zero, shear strength. The hydro-
dynamic model appears to be valid and with sufficient impact velocity, metals behave
as though they were fluids. Consequently, mass rather than strength appears to be
the important property of the bumper. Normal temperature strength characteristics
are practically useless in the hypervelocity environment, since these physical prop-
erties do not exist during the time of fluid behavior. This applies only to penetration,
and not to spallation*, a phenomenon which is related to both the material strength
and ductility.
The effectiveness of the thin meteoroid bumper depends on its mass**. The thin
bumper does not need to possess strength or toughness since the impact and shear
processes axe fluid. To obtain data supporting this "mass concept", or principle,
has required a wide selection of bumper materials to be subjected to impact in air
with the G. 57-gram*** steel projectile. Thin bumpers of aluminum (6061-T6),
magnesium-lithium alloy (LA-141), plate glass, and stainless steel (301) have been
found to be equally effective on the basis of total weight per-unit-area of the test
panel. Total weight includes the weight of both the bumper and the aluminum (6061-T6)
vehicle hull.
Pertinent data, taken from Figures 16, 17, 30, and 35 for those test panel configura-
tions with bumpers of different thickness that were not completely penetrated, are
summarized in Figure 75. It can be seen that test panels with a mass and spacing in
the area: a) above the upper curve are not perforated or cracked; b) between the two
curves may or may not be perforated or cracked; and c) below the bottom curve****
are always perforated or cracked under
* When the primary logitudinal wave, which is one of compression, strikes the
opposite face of the plate, it is reflected and comes back as a wave of tension.
If the wave is decaying in intensity, interference between the incident and re-
flected waves will cause a tensile stress to be built-up a short distance from
the bottom of the plate. The tension may reach a high enough value to cause
the plate to fracture.
** There is, however, a critical bumper thickness beyond which mass alone is not
the important variable.
*** Note that 0.57 gram is the accelerated and not the impact mass.
**** See Section 3 and Figure 75.
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the test conditions. Thus, it can be concluded that bumpers fabricated from the five
different materials with a thickness range from 0. 032 to 0. 125 inch provide the
necessary impedance* or resistance to the steel projectile to bring about fragmenta-
tion, which prevented complete penetration of the vehicle hull. For any given alumi-
num hull thickness the corresponding minimum bumper mass may be obtained from
the established relationships between total weight and spacing.
The area between the two curves merits several additional comments. Test panels
with combinations of total weight and separation distance which fall in this area,
yield conflicting data; i.e., the panels may or may not be completely perforated or
cracked. This behavior can be attributed to several factors:
a. There is definitely a dependence on impact velocity as shown in Section 9.2.5.
b. The degree of particle fragmentation and the size and velocity of the fragments
formed from the bumper will produce conflicting data. These effects can be
related to the projectile orientation at the instant of impact.
c. The larger the separation distance between the bumper and vehicle hull the
greater the number of small fragments that will burn in the air environment.
This will result in a decrease in the total impact momentum on the vehicle hull.
Experiments (A-222 to A-226; A-229, A-230 and A-232 of Table 6) with 0. 063-inch
thick stainless steel (2.61 Ib/ft 2) and 0. 1875-inch thick aluminum (2.66 lb/ft 2)
bumpers placed in front of a 0.5-inch thick aluminum vehicle hull further indicates
the importance of mass. These equivalent mass systems (steel and aluminum), with
separation distances from zero to 0.25 inches, behaved** almost identically when
struck with the 0.57-gram projectile. Additional discussion of these experiments
will be made in the sections on "Thickness" and "Separation Distance".
Thus, it can be concluded that:
a. The degree of brittleness or ductility does not appear to be an important property
of the bumper, since plate glass, aluminum, and Mg-Li alloy bumpers function
satisfactorily.
b. Thin stainless steel and moderately thick aluminum plates, as well as plate
glass and aluminum plates of equivalent mass, function in a similar manner.
c. The "mass concept" permits a wide selection of materials.
* This is acoustical impedance.
** Damage to the aluminum vehicle hull protected by the aluminum bumper may be
slightly less than the hull protected by the stainless steel bumper (see Table 6).
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9.2.2 Thickness. Spaced plates offer more effective protection from meteoroids
than either a stack of plates or a single plate of the same material and total mass.
This improvement can be attributed to the fragmentation of the high velocity projectile
on impact with the first plate, to reflection and refraction of the shock waves at the
discontinuities (free surfaces) and to the expansion of the cone of projectile fragments
and the disrupted shear plug material from the bumper.
The effect of two spaced plates, the bumper and the vehicle hull, has been previously
shown in various Figures; i.e., 16, 17, 30, 35, and 75. The importance of spacing
will be discussed in Section 10.
The effect of bumper thickness can be seen in Figure 76, a plot of total weight of the
test panel for 0. 032-, 0. 063-, 0. 090-, 0. 125-, and 0. 1875-inch aluminum bumpers
with a spacing from 0. 250 to 4 inches. The pertinent points shown in Figure 76 were
taken from the smoothed curves given in Figures 16, 17, 30, and 35. Straight lines
were used to represent the points due to the failure of the data to show a consistent
pattern upon which the characteristics (slope) of the lines could be predicted.
In the thickness range from 0. 032 to 0. 125 inch, it appears from the isometric lines
of Figure 76 that thinner bumpers require less weight in the vehicle hull to provide
the same protection efficiency. Thus, with a 4 inch spacing the total weights are
5.74- and 7.17-1b/ft 2 and vehicle hull weights are 5.29- and 5.41-1b/ft 2 for the 0. 032-
and 0. 125-inch bumper test panels, respectively. This weight advantage provided by
the thinner bumpers is reduced as the space between the bumper and plate is decreased,
and with a separation distance of one inch the total weight of the test panel is apparently
the same when a 0. 032- or 0. 125-inch bumper is used.
It can also be seen from Figure 76 and Table 6 that aluminum bumpers 0. 1875 inch
thick require less weight in the vehicle hull than thinner bumpers at small separation
distances, at least under the existing experimental conditions. The curve for the
0.250 inch spacing passes through a maximum with the 0. 090-inch bumper. The
total test panel weight of 11.86 lb/ft 2 for the 0. 090-inch thick bumper at the maximum,
can be decreased to 9.77 lb/ft 2 with a 0. 1875-inch thick bumper, when the bumpers
are placed flush with the vehicle hull plates.
Cognizance should be taken of the impact data from the three experiments* summar-
ized in Table 11 and Figure 77. The 12.43 lb/ft 2 and 0. 875-inch plate of aluminum
used in Experiment J-2 can be considered as a bumper ** of sufficient thickness to
prevent complete penetration or cracking. It can be expected that a bumper thickness
* Complete data are summarized in Table 4.
** In tb_s instance the vehicle hull and bumper are identical since a single thick
plate is used.
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EXPERIMENT 5-2 
CRATER DEPTH: 0.719 INCH 
CRATER DLAMETER 0.625 INCH 
IMPACT VELOCITY 13,500 FT/SEC VEHIC 
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L E  
- 
EXPERIMENT J-19 
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IMPACT VELOCITY: 14,750 FT/SEC 
0.75 INCH (IN HULL PLATE) 
0.090-INCH BUMPER 
B 
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0. 
EXPERIMENT A-232 
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Figure 77. Effect of Bumper Thickness on Damage 
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slightly less than 0.875 inch will be unsatisfactory and the panel would be completely
pierced. The single thick panel (12.43 lb/ft 2) does not provide the minimum test panel
weight for a particular degree of protection from high velocity particles. This can be
seen from the total weights of 11.86 lb/ft 2 and 9.77 lb/ft 2 for test panels with 0.090-
and 0.1875-inch bumpers placed flush with the 0.75- and 0.5-inch thick vehicle hull in
Experiments J-19 and A-232, respectively. It should be observed that the total
weight of test panel J-19 should be increased slightly since a small crack was formed
on the rear of the vehicle hull, while the total weight of test panel A-232 could be
decreased slightly. Thus, it can be seen that:
a. A stack of two plates provides the same amount of protection as a single thick
plate but with less total weight.
b. Several different thickness combinations between the bumper and vehicle hull
(placed flush) can be selected which will provide the same protection.
c. The thicker bumper appears to function satisfactorily with less total weight
than required by thinner bumpers at small separation distances.
d. A stack of two plates yields an advantage when the first plate is of a particular
thickness relative to the impacting particle mass and velocity.
e. Bumpers greater than 0. 090 inch in thickness placed at a distance of 0. 250
to zero inch from the vehicle hull offer the same amount of protection at the same
total weight. Moreover, the isometric line will pass through a minimum and
increase to a value of 12.43 lb/ft 2, as indicated in Figure 78.
The bumper thickness influences the diameter of the hole or shear plug produced from
the impact of a hypervelocity particle and is treated phenomenologically, since there
are insufficient data to justify definite conclusions. The inherent experimental prob-
lems associated with projecting a cylindrical particle of known mass and geometry,
so that it strikes normal to the target surface, have not been solved. However, the
data indicate certain trends and merit some discussion.
Importance of the shear plug size manifests itself in the total mass of material (and
possibly size of particles) that will be removed from the bumper and may impinge*
on the vehicle hull. Holes of different size are produced in thick plates of different
materials by projectiles** of identical mass, size, geometry, and velocity.
* See Section 9.5 for a discussion of the significance of the mass and size
of particles that impinge on the vehicle hull.
** The cylindrical steel projectiles lost mass and changed shape as a result of
acceleration in air.
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For example, the larger hole (Figure 65) in 0. 375-inch aluminum in comparison to
0.375-inch titanium, and the larger hole in magnesium (0. 250 inch thick) in compari-
son to aluminum (0. 500 inch thick), may indicate that: a) more energy of the incident
particle is consumed in forming the larger hole in magnesium; or b) with the same
expense of incident energy a larger hole is formed in magnesium due to some intrinsic
physical property.
The 0.375- and 0. 500-inch aluminum (2024-T3) and titanium panels were sufficiently
thick and a tapered hole was produced by the impact; a slightly tapered hole in the
0.375 inch, and a hole of greater taper in the 0.500-inch panel. Tapering can be
attributed to the fact that these plates are approaching the thickness required to pre-
vent complete penetration, i.e., the start of crater formation. Thus, the fluid
impact process becomes of decreasing importance and the material strength begins
to exert its influence. The shear plug diameter dependence on density for five mate-
rials is given in Figures 65 to 67, for projectiles with a mass* of about 0.57 gram,
0.21 gram, and 0.097 gram, respectively. It can be concluded that the thicker test
panels, other factors being equal, yield the largest damage area in the surface struck
with the high velocity projectile. The hole size appears to be constant (Figure 65) at
about 0.5-inch diameter for sheets of HK-31A, aluminum, titanium, and stainless
steel that range in thickness between 0.063 and 0. 090 inch. This may indicate that
materials of this thickness behave (under the designated experimental conditions) in
a hydrodynamic manner when subjected to impact from a high velocity projectile.
The shear plug is formed during the time period attributed to hydrodynamic behavior,
and the target thickness does not permit the fluid impact to decay into the low velocity
regime where material strengths are important. Panels less than 0. 063 inch thick
may yield holes with a diameter less than 0.50 inch when struck with the 0.57-gram
projectile.
A possible explanation of the observed hole diameter data (Figures 61 to 67) can be
made if the following observations are noted:
a. The initial distance between the projectiles and hull plate was about 84 inches
for HK-31A, 2024-T3 aluminum and titanium, and 40 inches for 6061-T6 alumi-
num, LA-141, and 301 stainless steel.
Do The cylindrical steel projectile will lose mass and change its shape (increase
diameter) as a result of acceleration in air (see Figure 60).
There are at least two points regarding the hole diameter data that should be discussed.
The data, in regard to the first point given in Figures 61 to 64, indicate that the shear
* The exact mass is listed in the pertinent tables. This accelerated mass should
not be confused with the actual impact mass.
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plug diameter for a fixed plate thickness is independent of impact velocity over the
range from 12,000 to 20,000 ft//sec. It would be predicted that the hole diameter
should increase with an increase in the impact velocity for particles of identical mass,
geometry, etc. The reason this prediction was not observed in this program can be
attributed to observation b; i.e., with increasing velocity the projectile lost an
increasing amount of mass with the simultaneous increase in the projectile diameter.
These two effects tend to cancel out as well as produce the observed scatter in the data.
The second point pertains to the apparent anomalous behavior (Figure 65) of 0.032-
inch sheets of 6061-T6 and 2024-T3 aluminum alloys. It appears that a larger hole
is formed in the 6061-T6 (0. 475 inch) than in 2024-T3 (0.35 inch) alloy. This apparent
discrepancy can be attributed to observation a; the different distances between the
projectile and hull plate. The 6061 plate was about 44 inches closer to the projectile
than the 2024 plate. Consequently, with the greater distance of travel, the projectile
lost more mass with a simultaneous decrease in diameter, and the hole diameter in
the 0.032-inch 2024-T3 aluminum was correspondingly smaller. For this reason,
only those data obtained at a fixed distance between the projectile and hull plate
should be compared.
9.2.3 _Separation Distance from the Vehicle Hull, A summary of total mass and
bumper spacing for 0.032-, 0.063-, 0.090-, and 0. 125-inch thick aluminum bumpers
is given in Figure 79. These curves were drawn from the data obtained from the
isometric lines given in Figure 76. The following observations can be made for
impact data obtained with the 0.57-gram cylindrical steel projectile:
al
bo
co
The curves for aluminum bumpers of various thickness apparently cross so that
less total test panel weight is required for: 1) thicker bumpers at very small sep-
aration distances; and 2) thinner bumpers with increasing distance of separation.
With the experimental system and aluminum bumpers in the thickness range from
0. 032 to 0.125 inch, the total test panel weight - separation distance curves are
about the same (or may cross) at a spacing from zero to 0.50 inch and diverge
significantly at distances greater than 0.50 inch.
With a total test panel weight of 7.0 lb/ft 2, a 3-, and 4-inch spacing is re-
quired for 0.081-, and 0. 123-inch thick aluminum bumpers, respectively.
When the space between the bumper and hull plate is very small, a thin bumper may
be extensively damaged from material erupted or splashed back from the crater in
the vehicle hull. The importance of the 0.25 inch distance between the bumper and
hull plate can be seen from the fact there was: a) less total penetration into the hull
plate in comparison to Experiment J-19 with zero spacing; and b) less damage to the
bumper from back splash. For example, a one-inch diameter by 0.25-inch high petal
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was found in the bumper placed flush (Figure 18) to the vehicle hull, while an 0.45- by
0.50-inch hole (shear plug) with no petal formation was found in the bumper (Figure
20) spaced 0.250 inch from the vehicle hull. The large area of damage and petal forma-
tion in the thin bumper placed flush to the hull plate can be attributed to the !nsuff!c!ent
strength of the bumper, to withstand the pressure generated by the confinement of
material erupted from the crater in the hull plate. The fluid material or particles
leaving the crater in the hull plate move at high velocities, but not necessarily normal
from the hull plate surface toward the rear face of the bumper.
The splash back of the hull plate material does not constitute a major problem with
very thick bumpers, (see Section 3.1.5, where the 0. 1875-inch thick bumper did not
petal) since they exert sufficient strength to overcome the peak pressures that are
generated. However, very thin bumpers must necessarily be spaced at a greater
distance from the hull plate to prevent extensive damage. This damage may not be
critical to the continued performance of the bumper, unless the bumper is used to
protect a space radiator and the radiating surface must be maintained at some critical
value.
Distance between the bumper and the vehicle hull will permit the cone of fragmented
meteoric particles and shear plug material passing through the hole in the bumper
to expand, so that momentum per-particle-contact-area on the vehicle hull will be
significantly diminished. A large distance cannot be tolerated, since this will impose
severe volume difficulties on the vehicle system. On the other hand, the distance
cannot be too small, since material splashed back from the main hull will cause
extensive damage to a thin bumper.
The diameter of this pattern of small craters depends, among other things, on the
distance between the bumper and the vehicle hull. A circular cone* of material is
formed, with a right circular section of the cone at the rear face of the bumper and
the cone base at the front face of the vehicle hull. The farther the two plates are
apart, the greater the area of the cone base; consequently, the distributed particles
impact over a larger area on the vehicle hull. This decrease in impact momentum
per-unit-area of vehicle hull manifests itself by reducing the damage to the hull.
Fragmentation has not been found to conform to a single type of behavior. However,
there is an apparent tendency for the larger fragments to impact the vehicle hull
near the center of the impact pattern. Occasionally, an impact pattern is found in
which there is an even gradation of crater size, with the size diminishing uniformly
with increasing distance from the impact pattern center. The non-reproducibility of
this effect may be attributed to the tumbling action of the cylindrical projectile.
* See Section 9.5 on projectiles for a more detailed discussion.
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9.2.4 Dependence on Projectile Mass. The previous data with the 0.57-gram pro-
jectile striking 0.032-inch thick aluminum bumpers can be compared with the 0.21-gram
projectile (Figures 35 and 79). These data must be considered preliminary, but the
following tentative statements can be made: a) penetration is less severe with the
smaller projectile (a decrease of 0.36 gram, 0.031 inch in thickness and 0.062 inch in
diameter) than with the 0.57-gram projectile; and b) the total weight per-unit-area
for any given distance of separation between the bumper and vehicle hull appears to
be proportional to the thickness of a given steel projectile. For example, the thick-
ness of the 0.57-gram projectile (0.094 inch) is about 1.5 times that of the 0.21-gram
projectile (0.063 inch), and the total weight per-unit-area to prevent penetration of
the 0.57-gram projectile is about 1.5 times greater at separation distances of about
two inches. The two curves for 0.032-inch bumpers appear to approach the same
total test panel weight at a separation distance of about 5 inches.
9.2.5 Dependence on Impact Velocity. Total penetration into a test panel will
depend on the impact velocity and mass of the particle. It should be observed that
high particle velocities in air will result in a large loss of particle mass and possibly
an increase in diameter. Moreover, particle fragmentation at impact should be more
complete for high impact velocities. Data for impact velocities in the range of 16,000
to 21,700 ft/sec are summarized in Figure 80. Scatter in the data do not permit an
accurate assessment of the impact velocity parameter, but it should be observed that
the curve given in Figure 80 for bumpers in the thickness range from 0. 032 to 0. 094
inch, subjected to the higher impact velocities, is in excellent concordance with the
bottom curve given in Figure 75.
9.3 PRESSURIZED _TRIJCTURES. Fluid (gas and/or liquid) pressurized components
to be required on aerospace vehicles will range from the: a) low temperature cryogenic
propellant tanks; b) ambient temperature compartments for astronauts and delicate
instruments; and c) moderate to high temperature space radiators. The design and
materials used in these various pressurized systems will be dictated by the operating
pressures, temperatures, and the environment in which they must perform.
Power plants and cooling systems that must operate for extended periods of time in
space must reject excess heat by radiation to space. Finned tube radiators have
attracted considerable attention due to their low weight as well as their reduced area
of meteoroid vulnerability in comparison to non-finned radiators. The working fluid
may be a liquid such as sodium, rubidium, cesium, rhodium-potassium alloy, etc.
Regardless of the ultimate design, or the materials used, space radiators will con-
tribute most of the weight to the larger space power systems. Consequently, it is
necessary to minimize the weight of the radiator through optimum design weight
from the standpoint of heat transfer and protection from meteoroids.
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Perils other than penetration are frequently neglected. For example: a) a flash
explosion may result from a high velocity impact with an oxygen-rich pressurized
aerospace vehicle; b) an astronaut may experience shock and/or concussion; or
c) be subjected to catastrophic decompression resulting from the rapid loss of
environment. Liquid oxygen propellant storage tanks may explode and/or burn since
they will contain both liquid and gaseous oxygen.
In addition to the obvious hazards of burning to the vehicle or its passengers, the
somewhat hidden dangers of removal of material or change of temper should be con-
sidered. Both can contribute to catastrophic failure by either: a) reducing the net
area of the structure causing an increase in stress level and approaching the critical
crack length-stress combination; or b) reducing the strength of the structural material
by uncontrolled heat treating, resulting in a smaller crack length being required for
rapid propagation and failure of the structure.
The impact conditions that form a puncture must be below the critical crack level, or
catastrophic failure will occur. Repair of a non-catastrophic type puncture will
prevent vessel failure that could be induced by an increase in pressure or load, or
by further extension of the puncture damage by additional impacts that would extend
the crack to its critical length.
In addition to the hazards resulting from structures burning in the oxygen environment,
there is also the possibility of explosive decompression. Even though stainless steel
and aluminum structures pressurized with oxygen will not burn when pierced by a
hypervelocity particle, these structures may explode. Fracture of a pressurized
vessel can occur if a perforation or crack is formed at 60 psig, providing the crack
is propagated to its critical crack length.
The following can be concluded from pressurized structure impact data:
a. Pressurized structures that have been tested would not rupture or lose pressure,
when subjected to the shock wave generated with a one-pound explosive charge
located a distance of four and one half feet from the structure.
b. Steel projectiles accelerated to high velocity will not cause all pressurized
structures to fail catastrophically. Catastropic failure is dependent upon struc-
ture material, stress level, fluid medium, area of hole, compression wave set
up in the medium, and reactivity between the medium and structural material.
Aluminum alloy 2024-T3 and full-hard 301 stainless steel do not react, while titanium
alloys (5A1-2.5Sn-Ti) do react catastrophically with gaseous or liquid oxygen, when
thin diaphragms pressurized to 60 psi are struck with steel projectiles weighing 0.097
to 0.21 gram, traveling at a velocity up to 13,000 ft/sec.
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The 0. 016-inch aluminum and 0. 010-inch 301 stainless steel successfully fragmented
the high velocity steel projectile with only one of the diaphragms rupturing.
9.4 ENERGY-ABSORBING CORE MATERIAL. The energy-absorbing or core mate-
rial placed between the bumper and the vehicle hull may insulate, support, stiffen,
and hold the bumper and hull plates in their respective positions. From the stand-
point of protection from meteoric particles, this energy-absorbing material is to be
sacrificed to save the vehicle hull. The core material may be fibrous such as glass
fibers, Refrasil (H. I. Thompson Fiber Glass Co.), Min-K _Johns-Manville), Linde
S-10 (Linde Company}, Tipersul (E. I. Dupont de Nemours), Crystal-M (Minnesota
Mining and Manufacturing Company), metal wools, or it may be sponge or foam such
as cellular magnesium (Dow Chemical Company}.
The energy-absorbing material must have moderate compressive and shear strength,
low density, directionality of mechanical properties, and low ablation rates. In
addition, the material must not measurably contribute to the shock cone or to the
fast moving fragments. Also, it should be capable of reducing the velocity of all
particles moving toward the main hull. Thermal stability, moderate toughness, and
a uniform texture are also desirable.
The preliminary experiments that were made with energy absorbers in conjunction
with the 0.063-inch aluminum (6061-T6) bumper system given in Figures 48 to 50,
are summarized in Figure 81, and compared with all the bumper data in Figure 79.
These experiments show that insulating materials increase the protection from
meteoric particles when used as core materials in the bumpered systems. The
exact principle whereby fibrous material furnishes this increased protection has not
been determined.
On the basis of these preliminary data, it can be concluded that energy-absorbing
material placed between the bumper and the main hull of the vehicle will significantly
reduce the weight per-unit-area of the meteoroid protection system. For example,
the total weight per-unit-area can be lowered from approximately 8.8 to 5.9 lb/ft 2
with the incorporation of a one-inch thick pad of fibrous potassium titanate (Figure 50)
placed flush with both the bumper and vehicle hull. It should be recognized that
further improvement may be forthcoming, since panel N-138 {Figure 82) may not
represent the minimum spacing for the 5.93 lb/ft 2 panel.
Differences in impact behavior for the same total weight of several test panel con-
figurations can be attributed to projectile fragmentation on acceleration, mode of
projectile impact {flat face versus edge}, as well as changes in test panel design.
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For example, panels N-119 and N-120 were identical, since they were fabricated 
from 1.5-inch thick pads of edge-grain fiberglas with a density of 10 lb/ft3. The 
projectile impact velocity was 12,500 ft/sec. Panel N-120 was not penetrated, since 
the projectile did not fragment prematurely; it struck the bumper flat (the hole in 
the bumper was almost circular; 0.52 by 0.56 inch) which caused the projectile 
to fragment and distribute the total impact momentum over a large area. However, 
panel N-119 was penetrated since the projectile struck the bumper on edge (the 
hole in the bumper was oval; 0.25 by 0.40 inch) which resulted in a large momentum 
per -impact-area. 
Other differences in configuration behavior can be observed in test panels 0-67 and 
0-68. A 1.5-inch thick pad of fiberglas was placed in contact with the vehicle hull, 
and a 1.5-inch spacing was provided between the fiberglas and the bumper. Panel 
0-67, with a 0.25-inch thick vehicle hull prevented the projectile from completely 
piercing the structure, while panel 0-68 with a 0.125-inch thick vehicle hull was 
completely penetrated. These results were not unexpected, since the vehicle hull 
in panel 0-68 with a 0.125-inch vehicle hull was not thick enough, and the total 
weight of the test panel was too low. Moreover, in this experiment, the projectile 
struck the bumper on edge, and edge impact always results in greater depth of pene- 
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tration. In the case of Panel 0-67, the projectile was moderately fragmented during
acceleration, and the momentum per-unit-impact-area was reduced to the point
where the particles could not pierce the 0.250-inch vehicle hull plate.
Cognizance should be taken of test panel F-169 where a two-inch spacing was main-
tained between the bumper and vehicle hull. The entire two-inch spacing was filled
with core material (Min-K-1300). This test panel was completely penetrated, since
too large a fraction (46.9 percent) of the total weight (6.65 lb/ft 2) was contributed
by the core material (3.12 lb/ft2).
Apparently, materials such as pressed fine fibers and foams transfer or accept
momentum or energy from the particles moving from the bumper toward the hull
plate. Any reduction in particle velocity corresponding to the momentum transfer
may release large quantities of kinetic energy. This reduction in velocity indicates
that large amounts of the kinetic energy associated with the velocity change must be
consumed in melting, vaporizing, and/or pulverizing the core material. Fine fibers
provide large surface areas to abs_,r_ energy as well as to reflect and refract the
impact shock waves. Furthermore, the fine material eliminated the possibility that
the forces of impact would remove and accelerate large solid fragments of core
material toward the vehicle hull.
The spray pattern when a fibrous material was placed between the bumper and vehicle
hull, was masked somewhat by the material destroyed, and by gases and fragments
rebounding from the surface of the plate. However, there were usually three to ten
closely grouped small craters or nicks in the vehicle hull. The impact pattern was
usually very small (see Figure 82) in comparison with similar test panels in which
core material was not used (Figure 83).
The following trends were noted and are pertinent for the planning of future experi-
mental programs:
a. Energy-absorbing systems apparently provide a greater savings in total weight
with the same degree of protection than systems without energy absorbers. For
example, with a spacing of one inch between the 0.063-inch bumper and vehicle
hull, the test panel total weight of 9.0 lb/ft 2 can be reduced to 5.9 lb/ft 2 with
energy-absorbing material.
b. Most of the energy-absorbing materials surveyed were fibrous. No absolute
basis was established for a preference of either a fibrous or cellular type of
material.
c. Commercial insulating materials appear to behave as well as the more exotic
types. Future experimental work may provide a basis for refinements of
certain physical properties of materials.
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There appears to be an optimum density and thickness for the core material.
Under the test conditions, the optimum density is apparently greater than 10
and less than 45 lb/ft 3. The optimum thickness of this sacrifice material is
evidently not greater than one inch under the test conditions.
Core materials* with densities less than 10 lb/ft 3 apparently are unsatisfactory.
Increasing the thickness of 6 lb/ft3 core material from 1.7 inches (Experiment
N-142) to 2.25 inches (Experiments D-161 and F-170) did not improve the pro-
tection efficiency.
Thin aluminum plates were used with insulating material, essentially as part
of the core material, to increase the mean core density, or to adjust the total
weight of a system. These plates were very effective. Used in conjunction
with the low density core material, the combination gave acceptable perfor-
mance. However, it should be recognized that such plates do not appear to
improve the performance over those systems that use higher density core
material.
Performance of the bumpered system was improved by substituting core mate-
rial of the proper density for part of the mass of the vehicle hull; i. e.,
a thinner hull plate was used. It appears that substitution of core material must be
limited to less than half of the mass of the vehicle hull replaced. Under exPerimental
conditions, it was observed that fibrous cor_ material could be substitued for 33 to 50
percent of the thickness of the vehicle hull, with either a 15 percent saving in
total weight or a 75 percent saving in thickness. The steel projectile can be
stopped with a 0.25-inch thick aluminum plate (3.53 lb/ft 3) and a one-inch
thick block of Tipersul (1.22 lb/ft 3) substituted for a 0. 375-inch thick aluminum
plate (5.29 lb/ft 3) with a spacing between the 0. 063-inch bumper, and the face
of the hull plate reduced from three inches (for the 0. 375-inch plate with no
core material) to one inch for the combination. For a maximtun saving in
total weight by retaining the three inch spacing, a 0. 188-inch thick vehicle
3 3
hull (2.65 lb/ft ) and a one-inch thick block of insulating material (1.85 lb/ft )
could be substituted for the 0. 375-inch vehicle hull.
The core material may alter momentum transmitted to the vehicle hull plate
and therefore change the conditions of impact. When two thin plates separated
by a layer of fibrous material were used as part of the core material, it was
noted that the impacted area on the second plate showed characteristics typical
of a low velocity impact; i.e., there was severe petal formation.
*Tipersul, Min-K, and Fiberglas TG-1500 have densities of 10 lb/ft 3 or greater.
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is The effectiveness of density increases of core material by insertions of thin
sheets of aluminum is evidently not dependent on the thickness of the aluminum
sheets; 0. 032-inch and 0. 063-inch aluminum sheets were very effective for
this purpose. This is also true of the 0. 0015-inch aluminum foil that was used
between the glass fiber layers in the S-10 insulating material.
Based
a.
b.
C.
d.
e.
on these observations it can be hypothesized that the core material:
Slows down the particles moving from the bumper to the vehicle hull.
Permits kinetic energy to be released without excessive confinement.
Must have a particular density (minimum mass) to effect the release of kinetic
energy.
Must not be so dense that kinetic energy is confined.
Must be sufficiently thick so that particles of a particular energy moving
through the core material will be decelerated to a velocity too low for the core
material to provide additional effectiveness. Thickness beyond this optimum
will not be required.
9.5 pROJECTILES. The mechanism by which the air cavity explosive charge pro-
vides greater acceleration of the projectile than is usual with a plane-ended charge
is probably a combination of two effects. These effects are: a) an attenuation of the
peak pressure and a lengthening of its duration for shallow cavities; and b) the forma-
tion of a high velocity gas jet (Monroe effect) with deeper cavities. The magnitude
and relative importance of the two effects is controlled by the cavity depth. The
first effect may _ccount for the increased projectile velocity, depending on the magni-
tude of the pressure (P) increase and the time of application, since the total impulse
applied to the projectile is the integral of Pdt, integrated within the limits of zero and
any time (t). The jet effect obtained by increasing the cavity depth probably contri-
butes to the total impulse, and the peak dynamic pressure may be applied at the
center of the projectile which causes the projectile to shatter. In some instances,
the center of the projectile may be removed. This problem may be alleviated by
making the projectile smaller in diameter than the cavity, and using a surrounding
material (collet) to position the projectile. Another explanation for removing the
center of the projectile, is that the radial compression on the projectile by the
surrounding explosive is focused on the center of the projectile, weakens the struc-
ture of the projectile, and a hole is produced because of failure in tension when the
compression wave is reflected at the center.
Projectiles with a small thickness (or length) to diameter ratio (T/D) can be ex-
plosively projected at a higher velocity, and with better integrity, than can projectiles
with a T/D ratio of about one.
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An example of this behavior canbe seen from the data given in Table 1, where the
maximum velocity obtained with acceptable integrity using a 0. 196-gram projectile
with a T/D equal to 1 is 10,800 ft/sec. But the velocity can be increased to 13,000
ft/sec with a 0. 097-gram projectile with a T/D of 0. 504; to 15,000 ft/sec with a
0. 215-gram projectile with a T/D of 0. 333; and to a velocity of 17,400 ft/sec with a
0.5-gram projectile having a T/D of 0. 375. A possible explanation for this projec-
tile behavior is that thicker projectiles fail in axial tension, because the initial
compression wave is reflected from the free front surface; a situation similar to the
effect which produces spallation of the back surface of thick target plates when sub-
jected to hypervelocity impact.
There is no particular geometrical configuration associated with meteoric particles.
Cylindrical and spherical projectiles are used to study the impact behavior of mate-
rials so that meteoric particle impact damage to aerospace vehicles can be predicted.
The cylinder or disc used in this experimental program is not the most desirable
projectile geometry, since the cylinder may tilt or tumble, (Figure 7) lose mass via
ablation (in air), and change shape due to fusion and liquid flow as a result of accele-
ration to high velocity (Section 6}. Because of these undesirable effects, the original
mass of the projectile cannot be used in computing its striking momentum or energy
per-unit-impact-area. The sphere is probably the best representation of the mean
statistical form of meteoric particles. In addition, tumbling of a sphere does not
affect the impact behavior and the data obtained with spherical projectiles are more
reproducible than are data from projectiles with other geometries.
Cylindrical configurations are used instead of spherical when the particle accelera-
tion is attained by the explosive driver technique, since cylindrical projectiles lend
themselves to higher accelerations without fragmentation. A sphere is found to be
more difficult to explosively accelerate than a cylinder with the same T/D ratio;
i.e,, T/D equal to one. Thus, in order to attain the highest particle accelerations
with a discrete particle of known mass, size, etc., the mass of the projectile must
be decreased with an increase in surface area and force applied. This is accomplish-
ed by using a flat cylinder (or disc) with a low T/D ratio; i. e., the projectile is very
thin with a large diameter.
There can be no doubt that the orientation of the explosively accelerated cylindrical
projectile is unstable since it tilts or tumbles in flight as pointed out in Section 3.1.4,
and observed in the flash X-ray photograph shown in Figure 7. In addition, the cen-
ter of the projectile is subjected to higher forces than the perimeter so there is an
apparent bulge in the center. Not to be overlooked is the fusion resulting from
aerodynamic heating, which permits material to flow at the leading edge, decreasing
the thickness with a simultaneous increase in the diameter of the original projectile,
as shown in Figure 60.
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There is no observable orientation impact effect when a thin cylindrical projectile
impacts a massive plate at very high velocity; i.e., damage at the surface of the
plate is circular even though the crater is not hemispherical (note, Experiments:
J-1 and J-2, of Table 4; D-150 of Table 7; and N-116 of Table 5). However, the
penetration and shear plug diameter that results when the fiat face of a cylindrical
projectile traveling at 12,000 to 17,000 ft/sec strikes a thin bumper are different
from those observed when the projectile strikes the bumper on edge. These differ-
ences can be seen in Figures 58 and 59. When the flat face of the disc or cylindrical
projectile strikes the bumper (Figure 58) at a velocity of about 15,000 ft/sec, the
hole in the bumper is circular, and the impact pattern on the vehicle hull plate spaced
one or more inches behind the bumper is also circular. Moreover, an edge impact
produces deeper penetration and more extensive damage than a fiat face impact.
These impact patterns on the vehicle hull plate give the appearance of two distinct
areas; one area* in the center is heavily cratered, while that area around the peri-
phery is more lightly cratered. The difference in cratering can be attributed to the
expansion of the material as it leaves the rear surface of the bumper; i. e., a cir-
cular cone (Figure 83) of material is formed with a right circular section of the cone
at the rear face of the bumper, and the cone base at the front face of the vehicle
hull. This damage pattern can be attributed to a greater concentration of material
{projectile and bumper) in the center of the cone** emerging from the rear of the
bumper.
The concentration gradient was so pronounced that the cone appeared to be composed
of an inner and outer segment. The expansion of material passing through the bumper
was not as large as expected for steel projectiles in the velocity range from 12,000
to 20,000 ft/sec. There appeared to be a concentrated core of fragmented material
that had a diameter of about one inch, after it traveled about three inches beyond the
bumper toward the vehicle hull. This central or inner core is probably composed of
material from the projectile plus material from the bumper that was directl_ in the
path of the projectile. The most heavily damaged section of the vehicle hull is in
the inner cone, which conforms to the size of the cloud of fragmented particles that
has been observed by high speed photographs showing the ball or cloud of luminous
particles emerging from the rear of the bumper (Figures 71 and 73). The size of
this cone of material depends on the projectile impact velocity; the lower the velocity
the more compact the cone of material and the greater the damage inflicted to the
vehicle hull. The outer part of the cone or spray pattern on the vehicle hull plate
must be due to fragments removed from the bumper. The appearance of impact
patterns on aluminum vehicle hulls obtained by projecting steel projectiles through
glass bumpers (Figure 40) supports this hypothesis.
*The diameters of the central and heavily cratered areas are reported in the perti-
nent tables under the heading, "Principal cone diameter:'
**The core of material is composed of numerous fragments of projectile and bumper
material. At about 28,600 ft/sec, all holes in 0. 125-inch bumper plates are round
(Figure 74).
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When the cylindrical projectile strikes the bumper on edge an oval hole is formed
(Figure 59). The impact pattern on the plate behind the bumper is elongated with its
longer axis 90 ° to the longer axis of the oval hole in the bumper. The particle dis-
tribution is not uniform, is concentrated in the central region, and results in greater
total penetration than observed with a fiat face impact.
The impact pattern of a spherical projectile on a bumper protected target plate in-
dicates there is a higher concentration of particles at the center of the impact pattern
on the vehicle hull than when a cylindrical shaped projectile strikes on its flat side
(Experiment F-192 of Table 5). Thus, the spherical projectile with its concentration of
particles in a small impact area will permit a greater momentum transfer per-
impact-area so that damage to the vehicle hull will be greater.
The orientation effects of a projectile at high velocity manifest themselves in the
extent that the projectile is fragmented when it strikes the bumper and, in turn,
fragmentation manifests itself in the total damage inflicted to the vehicle hull. A
projectile that strikes on its flat face rather than on its side will be fragmented to a
greater extent. The greater the number of fragments produced as a result of contact
with the bumper, the less damage inflicted to the vehicle hull; i.e., concentration
of momentum per-unit-impact-area is diminished, since the particles are numerous,
but small, and are distributed over a greater area.
The craters produced in aluminum (6061-T6) by the copper and steel projectiles of
identical size and shape, but with a slightly different mass (the copper was 18.8 per-
cent heavier than steel), can be compared from the data given in Table 8 and Figure
37. The non-hemispherical, somewhat cylindrical* crater produced by the steel
projectile was 0. 625 inch in diameter and 0. 719-inch deep; however, the copper
projectile produced a rather shallow crater that was nearly hemispherical* (0.75-
inch diameter and 0.44-inch deep). Copper, by virtue of its low melting point and
greater plasticity than steel, behaved as a semi-viscous fluid during penetration,
thus developing the essentially semi-hemispherical crater which is normal for this
penetration mechanism.
It should be observed, also, that 0. 075-gram spherical glass projectiles produced
nearly hemispherical craters in aluminum plates. Thus, glass (Figure 55), nylon
(Figure 56), and copper (Figure 37) projectiles impacting on aluminum form nearly
hemispherical craters, while steel projectiles form cylindrical craters. This dif-
ference in impact behavior may be explained by the following reasoning. The break-
ing force is an inverse function of time in which the force acts and all solids can be
visualized as liquid with high viscosities. For example, glass is an amorphous solid
*The crater is not amenable to precise measurement due to the irregularities in
the crater wall, lip, etc.
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which is known to be a liquid of high viscosity, and nylon is an organic solid with
a high viscosity, and crystalline materials such as metals exhibit properties of
ordinary and non-Newtonian liquids. For example, stressed metals can undergo
cold flow. Thus, the degree to which a hemispherical crater is approached in an
aluminum plate may depend on the viscosity of the projectile material during the
cratering process. Thus, steel projectiles would be expected to form hermispherical
craters at higher impact velocities.
9.6 APPLICATION OF SCALING TO DATA IN THIS REPORT. The data on mete-
oroid bumpers and on core material given in this report are based on the use of a
4130 cylindrical steel projectile with a mass of 0.57 and 0.21 gram. These data
include a factor for the effects of the projectile shape and orientation at the instant
of impact with the bumper. The probability of impact with a meteoric particle with
a mass of 0.57 gram is not as great as the probability of encounter with particles in
the mass range of l0 -2 to 10 -7 gram. It is imperative, therefore, to investigate the
applicability of scaling laws.
An appropriate size-scaling law* for impact can be stated [7] as follows: "If two
impact conditions are identical in all but size, then they are mathematically identical
when expressed in units derived from the same fundamental stress (e. g. Young's
modulus) and velocity (e. g. bulk wave velocity) and a fundamental length proportional
to the linear dimensions of the projectile. " Thus, it can be seen that crater depth
varies directly as the cube-root** of the projectile volume.
Data with the 0.57-and 0.21-gram steel projectiles impacting aluminum plates may
be amenable with the cube-root scaling law. A plate thickness of 0. 875 inch was
required to defeat the 0. 5742-gram steel projectile, traveling at 13,500 ft/sec
(Experiment J-2 of Table 4), while a thickness of only 0. 625 inch was required for
the 0. 210-gram projectile traveling at 11,400 fl/sec (Experiment N-116 of Table 5).
The value of 2. 734 for the cube of the projectile mass ratio 0.2_ / , can be{0.875 
compared to the value of 2. 744 for the cube of the plate thickness ratio _0-_'_/'
or the value of 2. 750 for the cube of the total weight per-unit-area ratio. The latter
two ratios are equivalent. The following facts should be observed:
a. The height of the bulges on the reverse faces of the two plates were different;
0.10 and 0.04 inch for Experiments J-2 and N-116, respectively.
b. The two different mass projectiles can be expected to lose different quantities of
mass and change their geometry as a result of aerodynamic heating.
*This is Hopkinson's rule for explosions.
**Cube-root or Lampson scaling.
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The cube-root factor for scaling down from a 0.57-gram to 0.011-gram particle is
about 3.7; i.e., the cube root of the mass ratio. This leads, with the data in this
report, to the following vehicle structure that would be considered adequate for pro-
tection from meteoric particles with an impact up to 20,000 ft/sec:
Bumper: 0.016-inch aluminum (6061-T6)
Core: 0.5 inch
Vehicle hull.. 0.070-inch aluminum (6061-T6)
Total thickness of 0. 586 inch for the structure
0. 226 lb/ft 2
0.5 lb/ft 2
1.0 lb/ft2
1.726 lb/ft 2.
The thickness of the core material is double the computed value to incorporate a
margin of safety.
A reliable prediction of the effect of impact velocities in excess of 20,000 ft/sec on
this structure cannot be made on the basis of the available data. However, the
bumper is expected to be more efficient in fragmenting the projectile at higher impact
velocities. This would permit the use of thinner bumpers but due to the greater mo-
mentum transfer, the vehicle hull plate would be increased in thickness. The greater
kinetic energy associated with higher impact velocities would probably necessitate
an increase in the core thickness and/or separation distance between the bumper
and vehicle hull.
These data and estimates are based on particle impact normal to the bumper surface;
an impact condition which is the most severe but not the most probable. There is,
therefore, a possibility that a nominal increase in total weight of the structure, given
in the previous example, would offer a system providing reasonable protection against
puncture by micrometeoroids with very high impact velocities.
The data reported in this program were obtained with steel projectiles. Micro-
meteoroids are expected to be somewhat frangible, and densities greater than that of
steel are not expected to be encountered by a space vehicle. It can be expected that
particle densities will be about 2.5 to 2.8 g/cc with bulk densities as low as 0.05 g/cc.
Normal impact from fragments with a low bulk density may lead to wide craters that
are not hemispherical.
In general, it appears that the requirements to prevent complete puncture of a vehicle
by meteoric particles can be solved by the correct selection and arrangement of mate-
rials. Most of these materials are also needed to meet the design structural and
thermal requirements. Thus, attention should be focused on the development of mini-
mum weight multipurpose structures; i.e., structures to simultaneously provide pro-
tection from meteoric particles, radiation, etc. It should be noted that the example
derived by application of the cube-root scaling law may barely fulfill the minimum
structural requirements, and fails to meet the thermal insulation requirements by a
considerable margin.
*This weight does not include fasteners for holding together the bumper and vehicle
hull.
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SECTION10
PRINCIPLES OF METEOROIDPROTECTION
The influence of material strength in semi-infinite targets is of prime importance in
the low impact velocity or unbroken projectile region, but is greatly diminished at
the impact velocity* of approximately 4,000 ft/sec. Impacts at this velocity are in
the transition or broken projectile zone, which immediately precedes the fluid im-
pact region (Figure 84). With a further increase in impact velocity, the effect of
target strength continues to lessen. At approximately 10,000 ft/see, the penetration
in soft copper is only 12percent greater than in hard copper. Impact at this velocity
is well into the fluid impact regime, and extrapolation of the observed data indicates
that penetration would be affected very little by target strength at velocities of the
order of approximately 20,000 ft/sec.
A single thick plate of material cannot beconsidered for use in the construction and
protection of a spacevehicle, since the vehicle would be too heavy to move from the
earth's atmosphere. In addition, a single thick plate does not furnish the maximum
protection for its thickness and weight per-unit-area, becauseof the spallationhazard.
This paradox canbe attributed to the propagationof shock waves through materials,
andto the reflection of shock waves at free surfaces which may lead to spallation.
Material spalled from the inside surface canhave moderately high velocity and can
also cause extensive damageto the interior of a vehicle.
Conserving axial momentum in the inelastic collision of a high velocity meteoric
particle with any material, in this case themeteoroid bumper, will result in a large
loss of kinetic energy. Neglecting soundand light, as well as shock energy in the
bumper, leaves very few mechanisms remaining for energy absorption.
An energy exchangeoccurs whena high velocity projectile strikes any material.
The strong shockwaves set up in the projectile will causethe projectile to fracture
or deform and mush-out as a fluid as the target material impedes the forward mo-
tion of the projectile. The fluid projectile tends to turn itself inside out, which
increases the diameter and results in the eruption and dispersion of some of the
particles in the opposite direction of the incident projectile. The vehicle hull plate
material, when subjected to the impact from the high velocity projectile, will ini-
tially behaveas a fluid with almost zero shear strength. Two cases must be con-
sidered.
*The velocity at which these transitions occur dependson the material comprising
both the target and projectile.
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10.1 CASE I: THE RELATIVELY THIN* SINGLE PLATE. Projectile impact**
at about 20,000 ft/sec on a relatively thin* single target plate will lead initially to
projectile dispersion and/or fragmentation, and initially the target will behave simi-
lar to a fluid (Point A, Figure 84). A large amount of energy is transferred from
the projectile to the target, and therefore, the target material must be displaced
under the directed hydrodynamic forces. With the relatively thick plate or mass of
material impeding this fluid motion, the displaced fluid material is forced to move
from the impacted free surface and a crater starts to develop, since the vehicle
hull is not completely penetrated. In the confined space of the cavity, the release of
energy accompanying the impact acts on the material with explosive violence.
Material is ejected from the cavity backward in the direction from which the pro-
jectile came. A momentum equal to but opposite in direction to that of the ejected
material is added to the shock wave advancing in front of the cavity.
Concurrently, the projectile, and some of the disrupted target material, is still
expanding and moving deeper into the target but at a slower velocity than the incident
projectile; i. e., the advancing particles of the projectile and target have a steadily
decreasing velocity corresponding to points A, B1, B 3, C1, and 0 of Figure 84.
At any particular instant, the target material will resist the forward motion of the
incident particles. Since the forward motion or particle velocity is steadily de-
creasing with time, the target material is forced to behave first as a fluid (A to B3,
Figure 84), then undergo the transition corresponding to particle velocities from
B 3 to C 1, and then exert its strength properties in the particle velocity region from
C 1 to zero.
Spallation occurs around the inside of the crater in a brittle material due to the
stress of the tension wave. In a ductile material, a ridge or lip is formed around
the crater. In the proximity of the crater there is an area of material which has
been stressed beyond its elastic limit.
10.2 CASE H: THE SINGLE METEOROID BUMPER. The material in the bumper
at the point of impact can be assumed to have zero, or nearly zero, shear strength.
The hydrodynamic model appears to be valid, and with sufficient impact velocity
metals behave as though they were fluids. In the high-speed perforation process,
the stress waves cannot radiate any significant distance from the point of impact.
Large amounts of energy will be transmitted to the particles in the region of the
impact point and these particles will be pulverized and/or become fluid.
*"Relatively thin plate" in contrast to a semi-infinite plate, refers to the
minimum thickness that cannot be punctured by a given particle.
**Projectile impact will be considered normal to the target surface.
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Movement, or motion of the meteoric particle, is opposed [6] by the inertia of the
bumper. Total momentum probably is not significantly changed, but the added mass
of the shear plug reduces the particle velocity,
where
vf = _v i
M
_- M+m
M = projectile mass
m = shear plug mass
v i = initial velocity
vf = final velocity
This reduction in velocity results in a release of energy and if E is the average
internal energy-per-gram of material, then, from the conservation of energy we
have,
1 2 -- 1 2
KE =-_mv i = (M+m) Eint. + _ (M+m)vf
Combining these two equations, we arrive at the equation expressing the internal
energy,
vi2_ (1 - fi )
Eint. = 2
Part of this energy is available to destroy the meteoric particle or projectile via
fragmentation and vaporization and part to disrupt the shear plug.
Since available materials behave as though they have nearly zero strength under
hypervelocity impact, it becomes apparent that mass rather than strength is the
important property of the material in the bumper. Normal temperature strength
characteristics are practically useless in the hypervelocity environment since these
physical properties do not exist during the time of fluid behavior. This applies only
to penetration and not to spallation, a phenomenon which is related to both the strength
and ductility.
Projectile impact at about 20,000 ft/sec on a simulated vehicle structure, composed
of a meteoroid bumper and main hull, will lead to projectile dispersion and/or frag-
mentation. The material in the bumper will behave as a fluid (Point A, Figure 84).
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The time for energy exchange between the projectile and bumper plate is limited
since the bumper plate is thin and is readily penetrated; however, the time is
sufficient to permit the projectile to lose its integrity, although the resistance
presented by the bumper is insufficient to decelerate the particles from the high-
to the low-velocity region. That is, penetration of the thin bumper is always in the
fluid impact region and particle velocities will range from the initial impact velocity
of Points A to B3 of Figure 84. The projectile particles and shear plug material
leaves the bumper and moves into the void* between the bumper and the vehicle hull.
Total momentum at the instant the particles move by the rear face of the bumper is
still quite high, but momentum per particle is quite low due to the large number of
particles produced.
This void permits the forward moving particles to disperse** into a more or less
conical spray before contacting the vehicle hull. This dispersion of the particles
will result in a drastic reduction of the momentum pel--impact-area on the vehicle
hull, although the total momentum will be almost unaffected. Consequently, damage
to the vehicle hull from these numerous moderately high velocity {but very small)
particles will be reduced.
If the void is filled with an energy-absorbing or sacrifice material, the velocity of
the particles passing by the rear face of the bumper may be significantly reduced
before they contact the vehicle hull. The low density of the core material provides
time and distance for impact energy to be released during particle deceleration,
and this energy can be utilized in pulverizing, melting, or vaporizing the core
material. Moreover, the core material, due to its low density, does not severely
confine the action of the energy in a lateral direction. Particle velocity may be
reduced from the range of Points A to B 3, down to C1, or lower (Figure 84). In
this case, the momentum and energy per-unit-impact-area of the forward moving
particles contacting the vehicle hull is lowered by the particle dispersion as well as
the reduction in impact velocity. Consequently, the material comprising the vehicle
hull may be exposed to numerous particles with velocities in the range of Point C 1
or lower, and the vehicle hull should have high strength in order to absorb, without
being penetrated, all the energy of the impinging low-velocity particles.
It can be deduced that a void filled with energy-absorbing material provides a dis-
continuity in the penetration-impact velocity curve of Figure 84. Due to this dis-
continuity, the total weight per-unit-area of the vehicle can be reduced. With this
concept, the meteoroid bumper must have mass, with no strength requirements,
while the vehicle hull must have high strength to prevent penetration from the relative-
ly low velocity particles.
*This void may or may not be evacuated and filled with an energy-absorbingmaterial.
**Increase the distance between the particles.
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APPENDIX A
HYPERVELOCITY IMPACT: LITERATURE SUMMARY*
A-1 INTRODUCTION. A concerted effort [1-72]** is currently directed toward
defining the meteoric particle environment and elucidating the: a) mechanism(s) of
hypervelocity impact; b) energy and/or momentum transfer processes; c) inter-
action between the projectile and target; and d) behavior of aerospace vehicle
materials. The majority of programs have concentrated on the impact phenomena
occurring between like materials, and with semi-infinite*** plates, in order to reduce
the number of variables in a very complex system. Impact velocities have varied
from a few hundred to about thirty thousand feet-per-second, with projectile masses
from 10 -6 to several grams, and projectile densities from about two to eight grams
per -cubic -centimeter.
The relative importance of the various complex processes that occur during impact
between a projectile**** and target plate***** will determine the nature of the target
plate damage and the stress-wave patterns produced in the projectile and the target.
The nature of an impact at any velocity for a specific configuration of projectile and
target depends [7] on the relative importance of five distinct material properties of
the target and projectile. These properties are:
a. Elastic stress-strain behavior.
b. Plastic stress-strain behavior.
c. Density (Hydrodynamic impact).
d. Decrease of compressibility with increasing pressure (Sonic impact).
e. Thermal (Explosive).
The relative importance of these properties on impact phenomena indicates a change
from (a) to (e) with increasing velocity. Hopkins and Kolsky [ 7] made a further
This literature summary is not intended to be exhaustive.
Numbers in brackets refer to the reference given in the bibliography.
A semi-infinite plate has sufficient thickness to eliminate all free surface
effects.
Projectile refers to a meteoric particle in space, as well as particles accelerated
to high velocity on Earth for purposes of studying hypervelocity impact.
Target plate refers to the structure of a space vehicle, as well as the small
test panels used on Earth for purposes of studying hypervelocity impact.
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division in which the impact is "quasi-static', or "dynamic" dependingon the propor-
tion of the projectiles' kinetic energy that is transferred to the target. Impacts in
regimes (a) and (b) are generally considered as "quasi-static", and regimes (c),
(d), and (e) are dynamic.
A-2 THEORIES OF PENETRATION AND/OR CRATERING. Theoretical analysis of
high velocity cratering and penetration can be divided into at least four groups. This
arbitrary division can be made on the basis of the assumptions involved.
A-2.1 Rigid Projectile. Several theories on penetration by armor-piercing projec-
tiles have been proposed. These theories include:
a. Penetration [ 29] of relatively thick plates by finding the work required to form
a hole equal to that of the projectile. Plane stress was assumed.
b. Penetration [29, 30] of relatively thin plates with appreciable thickening of the
target material near the hole. Plane stress was assumed.
c. Penetration [31, 32] of very thin plates which bend out of their plane as a result
of projectile impact. Bending will not occur until the hole diameter is 7 to 10
times the thickness of the plate.
d. Penetration [33 to 37] of thin plates which petal. The impacted section of the
target takes the shape of the projectiles' surface while the non -impacted section
remains undisturbed. This behavior can be attributed to the fact that the plastic
waves do not have sufficient time to radiate any appreciable distance.
e. Grimminger [38] assumed that the rigid projectile was slowed by a drag force
(drag coefficient was assumed to be 1 for high Mach numbers} during the fluid
phase of penetration, and estimated the remaining low velocity penetration with
an empirical armor-penetration law.
f. Bohn and Fuchs [39] also assumed a fluid drag (dynamic} force with an additional
static force proportional to the Brinell hardness of the target material.
g. Zaid [40, 41] considered that the shock waves in the projectile and target cannot
propagate at high enough velocity to move from the projectile-target interface, and
therefore, both can be regarded as rigid. Moreover, the rigid projectile is
separated from the rigid target by a thin layer of an incompressible fluid, com-
posed of both projectile and target materials. Penetration depends on the assump-
tions made.
A-2.2 Thermal Penetration. In the thermal penetration theories, it is assumed that
penetration occurs via fusion and/or vaporization of the target by the energy released
from the incident projectile. These theories include:
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a. Whipple [42] assumed that all the initial kinetic energy was converted into heat,
and the crater was a right circular cone with a total apex angle of 60 degrees.
b. A theory similar to Whipple's [ 42] was proposed by Langton [43] , and four
possible assumptions were considered.
1. Neither projectile nor the target melt.
2. The projectile melts.
3. The target melts.
4. Both projectile and target melt.
c. McDermott, Canon, and Grow [44] assumed that the projectile did not melt or
deform, but that a hole equal in diameter to the projectile formed in the target
via fusion.
d. The LavrentVyev [45] analysis is idealized by considering the media to consist
of a set of infinitesimally thin layers of incompressible material, which impact
inelastically.
A-2.3 Explosive Impact. Stanyukovitch [46, 47 ] has proposed that crater formation
due to high-velocity impact is similar to crater formation by high explosives. The
pressure on the front of the shock wave caused by the impact drops sharply with
increasing distance from the point of initiation, and the mechanism of cratering changes
from vaporization to melting and pulverization of the material.
A-2.4 Hydrodynamic. It has been suggested [ 15, 48] that the pressures produced
in high-velocity impact are so much greater than the shear strengths of the projectile
and target that the shear strengths can be neglected, and the projectile and target can
be considered as inviscid fluids. Based on this assumption, the resistance to pene-
tration stems entirely from the inertial forces required to accelerate the target material.
a. Bjork [15] integrated the two--dimensional equations of motion of a compressible
inviscid fluid, together with an entropic equation of state of the solid material,
that relates the internal energy, pressure, and specific volume, but neglects
the shear strength of the material.
b. In the theory proposed by Opik [49] in 1936, an allowance was made for the yield
strength of the target material. The projectile is considered to be incompressible.
c. Similar incompressible theories have been proposed [48, 50 and 51] to explain
the penetration produced by a shaped-charge jet. The Jet and target material are
regarded as incompressible fluids.
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A-3 IMPACT PHENOMENA RELATIVE TO VELOCITY. The impact of a spherical
steel projectile (10,000 to 25,000 ft/sec) in a massive aluminum target is announced
by a brilliant flash of light (Figure A-l). As the front of the sphere moves into the
target, a spray of fine particles squirts (about twice the impact velocity) out the side.
This is followed by a shock wave [52] which propagates from the point of impact, and
compresses and accelerates the target material to make room for the onrushing sphere.
Another wave backs up into the sphere, decelerates the projectile so that both the
sphere and target materials move together along a common boundary. A crater starts
to form, and as the target material flows radially from the point of impact, a hemi-
spherical cavity forms. As the crater grows, the angle of the jet steepens, the velocity
of the ejected particles decreases, and the sheath takes the shape of a flower petal.
During the process of crater formation the initial shock wave rushes ahead. The
expanding crater follows close behind, and between the shock wave and the crater is
a hemispherical shell of hot matter, which is simultaneously compressed by the shock
wave and stretched by the expansion of the shell. The shock wave weakens as its volume
of action increases and as it is overtaken by tension waves connecting free surfaces
with the material moving away underneath.
The crater expands for a significant period of time after the impact and a considerable
quantity of material is ejected from the crater. The material appears to be ejected
by a mechanism of hydrodynamic flow along the walls of the crater. While the velocity
of this ejected material is less than that of the impacting projectile, it is quite high,
and represents a significant quantity of momentum.
Ultimately, the strength of the target material takes over and all fluid flow ceases.
At this point, the craters' surface rebounds slightly as the elastic stresses in the main
body of the target relax. The final volume is about fifteen percent less than the maxi-
mum reached before rebound.
There appear to be three regions of thick target cratering. These are the low velocity
impact regions where the projectile remains intact, the transition region where the
projectile undergoes major deformation or shattering, and the region of hypervelocity
impact. Thus, a low velocity projectile does not lose its integrity on contact with a
target, and will maintain its shape while forming a relatively deep narrow cavity of
approximately the same diameter as the projectile. Penetration into a target material
increases [52] steadily with the four-thirds power of the projectile velocity.
At some higher velocity, the projectile starts to deform and/or break into pieces. The
velocity at which projectile fragmentation occurs depends on the mechanical properties
of both the projectile and target. Charters [52] observed that tungsten carbide spheres
with a velocity of about 1500 ft/sec started to fragment when impacting semi-infinite
plates of lead. With velocities exceeding the 1500 ft/sec critical or transition point,
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a ductile projectile mushrooms in front (deforms as though it were trying to turn
inside out). A brittle projectile will fragment into smaller pieces. Penetration will
decrease slightly, pass through a minimum (Figure A-2), andthen start to increase
with increasing velocity. The crater widens andbegins to approach a hemispherical
shape, since the projectile has more kinetic energy to be utilized in increasing the
crater volume rather than increasing the depth of penetration.
Under the experimental conditions reported by Charters, the crater becomes almost
perfectly hemispherical at about 8000 ft/sec. At velocities greater than 8000 ft/sec,
the depth of penetration (p) increases with increasing velocity (v) and, although the
rate (dp/dv) is constant, it is less than in the unbroken projectile region. Penetration
now varies with the two-thirds power of the velocity, and doubling the velocity will
increase penetration by a factor of about 1.6. Charters points out that a transition
zone has been crossed. This can be seen in Figure A-2 where the three impact
regions are shown as: a) low velocity or unbroken projectile; b) medium velocity or
transition: and c) high velocity or fluid behavior.
The ratio of p/d (target penetration divided by the projectile diameter) is shown [ 53]
as a function of impact velocity in Figures A-3 and A-4. The projectile-target com-
bination is given with each curve. All projectiles were spherical, with acceleration
masses of 1.27 grams for aluminum, 2. 009 grams for 0.25-inch diameter tungsten-
carbide and 0.25 gram for the 0. 125-inch diameter tungsten-carbide. The shattering
of the projectile in the low-velocity region is evident, and this shattering results in
an actual decrease in penetration. With increasing projectile fragmentation resulting
from an increase in velocity, the depth of penetration increases. The slope of the
curves (Figures A-2, A-3, and A-4) is much less after projectile break-up than it is
for the unbroken projectile region of penetration.
In the early stages of impact in the high-velocity region, forces or stresses are set up
which are considerably greater than the mechanical strength of either the projectile
or target. Under these conditions, materials will behave as though they possess no
strength. A material with little or no strength to resist a change in shape is a fluid,
and it can be expected that both the projectile and target materials will flow under the
stresses of impact and during the process of cavity formation as though they were
fluids. The material in ductile metal targets continues to flow as a fluid throughout
the entire cratering process. Around the crater circumference is a thin wall of metal
resembling splashed-up material.
The preceding description of impact phenomenon on semi-infinite targets may be applied
with certain restrictions (see following paragraph) to impact on thin plates. The
principal differences being that, a thin plate does not afford the mass, depth, or time
to permit a crater to form. Consequently, impact behavior and data on semi-infinite
targets are not directly applicable to the thin plate structures from which the space
vehicles will be fabricated.
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Figure A-3. Penetration into Thick Targets Divided by Projectile
Diameter as Function of Velocity [Ref 53]
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The massive resistance, or thick shield approach to protection from meteoric particles,
is prohibitively heavy and makes it imperative that attention be focused on other pro-
tection concepts.
It has been estimated [8] that a particle that penetrates a sheet may produce a hole
with a radius as large as three times the particle radius. This leads to a hole of area,
a = 99
where
a = area
m = mass of particle
p = density of particle
P
If the crater formed is assumed to be hemispherical, the area of the target surface
destroyed by the crater can be expressed by,
where
V = volume
a = area
h = depth of penetration
Broyles [8], quoting Bjork [14], estimated the area of material punched out (shear
plug) by penetrating meteoric particles, and related the thickness (t)* of a sheet of
material having density (_) penetrated by a particle of radius (r) and density (pp_ and
striking at normal incidence with velocity (v) in km/sec. The equation is:
/p \1/2 1//3
= 8r_P_ (cv- )\Pt/
It should be noted that many empirical equations give a velocity dependence of the two-
thirds power, but these experiments lie below velocities of 10,000 ft/sec. Bjork's
formula is based on three calculations made with two-dimensional hydrodynamics, and
*This minimum thickness is required for the particle to just penetrate the sheet material.
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with cylindrical iron projectiles striking iron targets, and aluminum projectiles
striking aluminum targets, at velocities ranging from 9842 ft/sec to 229,658 ft/sec.
He has been able to compare his formulae with ex-periment (Figure A-5) at a velocity
of 22,211 ft/sec and gets very good agreement. The two formulae are:
A1 on A1 : p = 0.429 (my) 1/3
Fe on Fe: p --- 0. 238 (my) 1/3
where
p = penetration depth in inches into a semi-infinite plate
m = mass in grams
v = velocity* in km/sec
The shaded area and the v 1/3 line in Figure A-5 can be compared to the arbitrarily
placed v 2/3 line.
Summers [54] observed that, for the same particle mass, the penetration depth varies
inversely proportional as the 1/3 power of the density of the impacting particle.
This would give, for iron impinging on aluminum,
p = 0.606 (my) 1/3
Theory and experimental data indicate that a thin plate, which is 1.5p inches thick,
would be punctured by a meteoric particle which would form a crater "p" inches deep
in a thick plate. This results in the equation for iron impinging on aluminum,
t = 0.909 (mv) 1/3
where "t" is the thickness in inches of a plate which would be penetrated by a meteoric
particle of mass (m) in grams.
In 1946 Whipple [ 6] postulated that a very thin shield or meteoroid bumper surrounding
a vehicle would efficiently reduce meteoric particle impact damage. This postulate
was based on the assumption that impact with the bumper would cause the meteoroid
to break up (fragment and/or vaporize), and these smaller particles of solid or fluid
would be spread over a large area of the vehicle surface. This fragmentation would
greatly reduce the penetration at any particular location, since the particle mass and
velocity would be distributed over a greater area; i.e., momentum per-unit-area
would be significantly smaller.
*One km/sec is equivalent to 3280.83 ft/sec.
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Figure A-5. Aluminum Impact on Aluminum [ Ref 4]
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The Whipple meteoroid bumper concept has been under investigation. Willig and Semon
[55] fired several preliminary shots at aluminum (2024) shields at 15,000 ft/see. The
0.240-inch long by 0. 250-inch diameter aluminum pellet produced, in the thick alumi-
num plate, a cavity almost an inch in diameter and a half-inch deep. However, impact
from a similar projectile on an aluminum target protected by a 0.250-inch thick alu-
minum 2024 plate spaced: 1) 1 inch; and 2) 0.125 inch from the target, showed that
the target was not penetrated, although severely pocked.
Funkhouser [ 56] related the total penetration (bumper plus target) to the projectile
velocity before impact with the bumper (Figure A-6). Velocities up to about 11,000
ft/sec were attained with 0.062-inch diameter (0. 0183 gram) copper spheres. The
aluminum (2024-T4) bumper spacing and thickness was held at one inch and 0.031 inch,
respectively. The broken line in Figure A-6 represents the general penetration data
[57] for a semi-infinite unprotected target, and is valid to velocities of 20,000 ft/sec.
Impact data with the bumper (solid line) show greater penetration [58] than for the
unprotected target, at projectile velocities less than 6,000 ft/sec, and less penetration
for projectile velocities greater than 6,000 ft/sec. This can be attributed to the
partial breakup of the projectile in impact with the bumper. In the velocity region
between 8,000 and 9,000 ft/sec, the projectile completely fragments, as evidenced
by the sharp change in slope. For the velocity range covered by Funkhouse'r, the
slope of the penetration data for the target plus bumper is only about one-twelfth the
slope of the penetration data for the unprotected target in the region after target
breakup. At 11,000 ft/sec, total penetration with the bumper combination is less
than half that of the quasi-infinite target with no bumper.
A-4 PENETRATION DEPENDENCE ON BUMPER THICKNESS. Funkhouser [56]
studied the relationship between total penetration and bumper thickness. The thickness
of the aluminum bumper was varied from 0. 001 inch to 1 inch, while the bumper
spacing was held constant at 1 inch with a projectile velocity of 11,500 ± 1,000 ft/sec.
Total penetration was approximately constant with 0. 001- to 0.01-inch thick bumpers.
Projectile disintegration occurred with a bumper thickness somewhere between 9.01
and 0.02 inch as evidenced by the change in slope in Figure A-7. With a further in-
crease in bumper thickness, total penetration increases to a maximum, and at this
point (---0.25 inch), the bumper will not be penetrated and will function as the target.
Beyond this maximum, the total penetration decreases as the bumper, due to its thick-
ness, begins to behave as a semi-infinite target. Similar results [59] have been
obtained in the study of 0. 125-inch steel (0.133 gram) and lead (0. 188 gram) projectiles
impacting at 8400 ft/sec on lead, and these data are also given in Figure A-7. The
difference in minimum penetration between the lead and aluminum bumpers and targets
can be attributed to dissimilarities in bumper materials and spacing, as well as pro-
jectile velocity, mass, size, and material. Even with these variations, the general
trend and importance of the bumper thickness with respect to total penetration damage
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Figure A-6. Total Penetration Versus Impact Velocity [Ref 56]
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is obvious. There is a bumper thickness below which there is very little decrease in
penetration, a thickness which is optimum under the experimental conditions, and a
bumper which is so thick that it behaves as the target.
A-5 PENETRATION DEPENDENCE ON BUMPER SPACING. Figure A-8 shows the
dependence of the total penetration on the distance between the bumper and target.
The spacing of the bumper in front of the target surface was varied: a) from zero to
6 inches with a constant aluminum bumper [56] thickness of 0.031 inch, and projectile
mass and velocity of 0.0183 gram and 12,000 ft/sec, respectively; and b) from 0.25
to 1.49 inch with a constant lead bumper [59] thickness of 0.054 inch, and projectile
mass and velocity of 0° 188 grams and 8366 ft/sec, respectively. There is a rapid
decrease in total penetration in aluminum from zero spacing to a spacing of 2 inches;
and with greater distances the total penetration is almost constant. The decrease in
total penetration in lead with a 0.50-inch spacing is even more pronounced than with
altrm|num.
A-6 ANGLE OF FRAGMENT DISPERSION. Lull [60] equated the excess kinetic
energy to the spherical, radial expansion of the projectile fragments. This indicated
that the half angle of spray (8) is a function of only the shield thickness and is
independent of the distance between the plates. The predicted [60] solid angle
variation (curve in Figure A-9) can be compared to the angles measured [59] from
the crater diameters of the constant lead shield separation data.
A-7 HOLE DIAMETER, Olshaker [59] reported the dependence of the diameter of
the hole in a lead target to the thickness of the lead bumper (Figures A-10 and A-11).
Projectile velocities of 8400 ft/sec were obtained with 0.125-inch diameter steel and
lead spheres. At low velocities, there was very little difference in the hole diameter
formed with the steel or lead projectile. However, at higher velocities, the heavier
lead (0.188-gram lead and 0.133-gram steel) produced a larger hole.
Collins and Kinard [61] observed (Figure A-12) that the ratio of crater diameter to
projectile diameter in semi-infinite aluminum targets could be correlated to the
impact velocity. It appears that the diameter ratio increases with increasing velocity
and is independent of projectile size or configuration.
A-8 DEPENDENCE ON INCIDENCE. * Identical projectiles impacting the surface of
identical semi-infinite target plates at equal velocities, hit with varying angle-of,
incidence, will result in a decrease of crater volume with an increase in the angle-of-
incidence [54, 62]. Nearly hemispherical craters are also formed in oblique impact
up to some critical angle. Beyond the critical angle, the crater becomes asymmetrical,
*Angle-of-incidence is defined as the angle between the trajectory of the projectile and
a perpendicular to the plane of the target at the point of impact.
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Dependence of Total Penetration on Bumper Spacing [Ref 56 and 59]
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Figure A-12. Crater Diameter Dependence on Velocity [Ref 61]
with greater depth and steeper sides towards the direction from which the projectile
approached. At grazing incidence, the crater becomes very elongated and the pro-
jectile ricochets.
Partridge [63] plotted the volume of the crater against the square of the cosine of the
angle-of-incidence (cos 2 0), as shown in Figure A-13. The quantities are directly
proportional, as expected, since cos 2 0 is proportional to the vertical component of
the energy of the impacting particle.
Halperson and Fuller* [64] also studied the effect of the angle-of-incidence on the
penetration of thin metal plates. A 0.25-inch aluminum (5052) plate was struck at an
angle of 10 ° from the plane of the plate, by a cylindrical aluminum projectile (0.2
gram). The measured penetration was compared with that calculated by the semi-
empirical penetration equation.
[_" 3 " 1/3 1/3 0)2/3
_ _T[_I
* Halperson and Fuller measured their angles from the plane of the target, conse-
quently, their measured angles must be subtracted from 90 ° to obtain values for
the angle-of-incidence.
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where K is the energy-per-unit volume (E/V) for the projectile-target combination,
m is the projectile mass, v the impact velocity, and 8 the angle of its obliquity to the
plane of the target. This equation is based [53] on the formation of a hemispherical
crater with a constant impact energy-per-unit volume. Hemispherical craters are
usuallyformed in metal targets, even at small angles, if the velocity component normal
to the target is in the hypervelocity re,on [65]. A K value of 680 joules/cc was used
for 5052 aluminum. This value was obtained [64] from the measurement of the
Brinell Hardness Number and use of the Feldman relation [66]. It has been shown
that frictional effects and variations in aluminum projectile shear-out can cause up
to a 50 percent decrease of fragment mass. Therefore, penetrations of 0.4 and 0.5
cm were calculated for 0.1- and 0.2-gram projectiles, respectively. The measured
penetration was 0.34 cm, which results in an error of between 15 and 32 percent. The
observed crater was not hemispherical, as expected, since the normal velocity com-
ponent was only 4462 ft/sec.
Kineke [67] fired cylinders of (0.50 inch diameter by 0.04 inch thick) steel projectiles
into lead targets. Impact velocity was 16,400 ft/sec and the data are shown in Figure
A-14. Summers [54] fired 0.125-inch diameter copper spheres into semi-infinite
copper targets. Since the normal component of velocity, also decreased with an in-
crease in the angle-of-incidence, the data were reduced by measuring the penetration
normal to the target surface, and computing the impact Mach number from the com-
ponent of velocity normal to the target surface. The velocity component parallel to
the target surface was assumed to contribute nothing to the target penetration. Ob-
lique * penetration data are compared with the normal penetration data in Figures
A-15 and A-16. The normal penetration data were obtained by varying the projectile
velocity, and the oblique penetration data were obtained by varying the angle-of-
incidence with a constant projectile velocity of 7,000 ft/sec in one case, and 11,000
ft/sec in the other. For the lower velocity, the targets were of hard copper; for the
higher velocity, the targets were of soft copper. It can be seen that for both impact
velocities, the oblique penetration correlates well with the normal penetration to a
value for the angle-of-incidence as great as 50° for the higher impact velocity.
Summers [ 54] suggested that ff the impacting body has a very high velocity, the
crater formed will be hemispherical** regardless of the angle-of-impact. The oblique
impact data departs from the normal impact data at about the same critical angle at
which the crater ceases to be hemispherical.
A-9 DEPENDENCE ON TEMPERATURE. The importance of temperature on mate-
rial behavior during impact has been investigated with relatively thick targets; i.e.,
cratering, rather than complete penetration. Although impact behavior of thin plates
is required, available data on thick plates can be used to give a relative indication of
* Angle of obliquity refers to any acute angle which may or may not be equal to the
angle-of-inciden ce.
** This may be true for moderately high bulk densities; but particles with a density of
about 2° 8 g/cc, with a bulk density of about 0.05 g/cc, may form a large diameter
and shallow crater.
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the magnitude and importance of target temperature. Allison, Becker, and Vitali [68]
studied the impact behavior of copper (300 ° to 873°K), lead (77 ° to 550°K), cadmium
(77 ° to 425°K), and zinc (77 ° to 650°K); the data are summarized in Figure A-17. The
velocity of the 0.18-gram steel fragment was 16,440 ft/see.
The crater diameter in lead was observed to increase linearly over the temperature
range of 77 ° to 550°K. Due to this linear change in which lead behaves in a ductile
fashion at all temperatures, the crater dimension could be correlated with any one of
a large number of physical properties that also vary linearly with temperature. Crater
volumes in copper targets appear to be independent of temperature, at both the highest
and lowest temperature studied, and indicate a dependence on the softening or annealing
temperature as shown in Figure A-18. The crater volumes for both zinc and cadmium
are given in Figure A-17, and in the case of zinc, the impact behavior has been cor-
related with the brittle to ductile transition (Figure A-19).
The transition temperature depends on the rate of strain; a higher transition tempera-
ture being associated with a higher strain rate. Since the strain rate varies over such
a wide range during crater formation, the transition region will be very broad, perhaps
several hundred degrees centigrade. Therefore, Allison, Becker, and Vitali [68] con-
cluded that zinc behaves in a brittle fashion below 42°C, and in a ductile fashion above
300°C, with the intermediate range representing a mixture of brittle and ductile behavior
depending on the local rate of strain. From these studies, it can be seen that the crater-
ing process is a complex phenomenon in which the bulk mechanical and metallurgical
properties play an important role. Their importance arises from the fact that a true
hydrodynamic situation, in which the densities and velocities are primary variables,
exists during a very small fraction of the time required to form the entire crater.
A-10 TARGET STRENGTH. Summers [54] observed that the influence of target
strength (semi-infinite targets) is greatly diminished at the impact velocity of 4,000
ft/sec, since the penetration of a copper projectile in a soft copper target is about
25 percent greater than that in the hard target. The impacts at this velocity are in the
transition zone, or at the beginning of the fluid impact region (Figure A-2). With a
further increase in impact velocity, the effect of target strength continues to lessen,
and at 10,000 ft/sec, the penetration in the soft copper is 12 percent greater than that
in the hard copper. Impact at this velocity is in the fluid impact region. Extrapolation
of the observed data indicates that penetration would be affected very little by target
strength at velocities of the order of 20,000 ft/sec.
Collins and Kinard [61] observed that the penetration of high velocity (up to 11,000 ft./
sec) metal projectiles of aluminum, copper, lead, and steel into aluminum, copper,
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and steel targets, could be correlated* as a function of the maximum momentum per-
unit-area of the projectile, by the equation,
i'D. -sec.
p = 0Op vL) - 2
in.
where
p = penetration, inches
-3
,o = mass density, slugs in.
P
v = projectile velocity, ft/sec
L = maximum length of projectile normal to the point of impact
In order to produce permanent penetration: enough momentmn must be available in
the P vL parameter to exceed the elastic limit of" the target material.
P
If the physical properties (except density) of the projectile-target combination are
unimportant during the entire penetration process, the curves of P/d versus velocity
(i.e., Figures A-3 and A-4) should merge into one. However, if strength properties
of the target material are important, as might be the case in the latter stages of crater
formation, these curves will not converge.
A-11 DENSITY
A-11.1 Projectile. Palmer, et al. [69], observed that the crater volume in lead was
proportional to projectile energy with velocities up to 2.5 km/sec (8202.1 ft/sec).
There was, however, a considerable difference in the value of V/E when comparing
different projectile materials, and V/E is approximately proportional (Figure A-20) to
the square root of projectile density.
Penetration in semi-infinite slabs is directly affected [61] by the density of the pro-
jectile. For an equivalent momentum per-unit-area, the maximum penetration will
be obtained by the lowest density projectile, and will decrease in the order of increas-
ing density. If a material is desired for optimum design of projectiles of a fixed
diameter, such that the projectile can achieve the maximum penetration per projectile
weight, it appears that the lowest density material should be used.
If the material comprising the projectile is less dense that that of the target, the crater
has the appearance of a broad but shallow spherical segment. When the material
*The lead targets produced a nonlinear curve of penetration plotted against momentum
per-unit-area.
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comprising the projectile is more dense than that of the target, the cavity has a deep
penetration compared to the crater radius at the target surface.
A-11.2 Target. Paimer, et ai. [69], observed that projectile fragmentation can be
used as a measure of the maximum pressure produced in the impact. If the stagnation
pressure (Ps) on the projectile is assumed to be given by the Bernoulli equation
(Ps = 1/2PTV2), where PT is the target density and v is the impact velocity, then Ps
is almost equal to 574,000 lb/in.2 for all cases. This can be seen in Figure A-21,
where v is plotted against DT for the point of projectile break-up in each target material.
The stagnation pressure (Ps) at break-up is twice the value of 287,000, given by the
manufacturer of the ball bearing projectiles. There are several possible explanations
why the stagnation pressure is not the same as the ultimate stress of the steel pro-
jectile. One is that the stag-nation pressure for flow in a metal may not be given
exactly by Bernoulli's equation. Another is that the ultimate stress of the steel is
increased under the dynamic conditions of cratering. A third possibility is that geo-
metric configuration of the steel ball increases the ultimate strength over that measured
by conventional methods in testing machines.
A-12 KINETIC ENERGY_ The crater volumes were found [61] to be a linear function
of the total kinetic energy possessed by the projectile; the largest craters formed in
semi-infinite target materials having the lowest strength, and the lowest speed of sound.
Charters and Locke [70] related the crater volume and projectile kinetic energy
(1/2mv 2) by assuming that the target crater was hemispherical, with a radius equal
to the penetration (p). This results in the equation,
where
C
p
T =
p =
crater volume
speed of sound in the target material; the velocity of propagation
of a plane longitudinal wave in a slender prismatic bar
mass density
target
projectile
E = kinetic energs'.
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Summers [54] actually measured the volume of the target craters, and observed that
the crater volume varied as the 3/2 power of the density ratio and the second power of
the impact mach number. The ratio of crater volume to projectile volume can be
expressed by the equation,
V T /0p\3/2
Ep
It can be seen that V T is proportional with _--.
T
Atkins and Swift [53] observed that crater volume varied linearly with the impact
energy, and the data are shown in Figure A-22. The scatter in the data was attributed
to variations in the projectile mass. Volume-energy relationship for several projectile-
target combinations are shown in Figures A-23 and A-24. Based on these limited data,
each curve, with the exception of WC-Pb, is either linear and intersects the origin, or
becomes linear as the impact energy is increased. Figure A-25 is a plot of the impact
energy per-unit-of-crater volume as a function of impact velocity. For the A1 -1100F
aluminum and WC--Cu curves, the ratios of E/V are constant at 690 joules//cm 3, and
1100 joules/cm 3, respectively. For the remaining curves in Figures A-23 and A-24,
the volume-energy curves are not linear in the low impact energy regions. The solid
curves (Figure A-25) indicate the region of experimental data; the dash extensions are
extrapolations which indicate the ultimate value of E/V, when the impact is actually
in the hypervelocity region. From a practical point of view, these ratios become
constant.
Atkins and Swift [53] assmned that in the hypervelocity region, the craters are hemi-
spherical, the volume versus energy relations are linear (except for WC--Pb), and
they obtained the following penetration expression:
3 1/3 1/3 2/3
. m v
where
K ____
m=
V
energy/unit volume for a given projectile-target combination
projectile mass
impact velocity
A summary of calculated and experimental penetration data is given in Table A-1.
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Table A-1. Summary of Penetration Data
PENETRATION DATA
PROJECTILE-TARGET
K 1
JOULES/CM 3
VELOCITY,
KM/SEC
A1-A1 690 5
A1-A1 690 10
WC--Cu 1100 3
WC--Cu 1100 10
WC--Pb 200 2.6
PENETRATION, CM.
MEASURED CALCULATED
2.38 2.22
.... 3.52
0.95 0.79
.... 1.76
2.86 2.53
It can be seen that the more nearly the cavity is hemispherical, the better the con-
cordance between the measured and calculated penetration values. The previous
equation is empirical and can be used to calculate the approximate depth of penetration
as a function of impact velocity, ff the impact occurs in the hypervelocity region on
infinitely thick plates.
Turner, et al. [71], observed that the crater volume-projectile energy (velocities up
to 7800 ft/sec) equation was linear for each projectile material. The form of this
equation is:
where
V = il+klE
V = crater volume
E = kinetic energy of the projectile
iI = crater volume intercept
k = slope of the line.
1
The constant, kI, indicates the amount by which the volume of a crater is increased
per-unit-increase in projectile energy. In addition, kI varies over a wide range for
the projectilematerials considered. Consequently, the crater volume-per-unit of
projectile energy is dependent upon the projectile material. Pertinent data are
summarized in the following table.
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A-13 MOMENTUM. Penetration into semi-infinite aluminum (2024-T3) targets is
dependent upon the momentum of the projectile, as seen in Figure A-26. However,
the previous discussion of the PpVL parameter indicates that penetration should be
independent of the total mass. This independency [61] would indicate that a sphere and
a cylinder with the same diameter and length-to-diameter ratio would have one-third
greater mass. The experimental results given in Figure A-27 substantiate the con-
clusion that penetration should not be correlated with the total momentum of the
impacting projectile, but to the momentum per-'mit-area.
Turner, et al. [ 71] , observed that the crater area-projectile momentum (velocities
up to 7800 ft/sec) equation was linear for each projectile material. The form of this
equation is:
A = i2+k2M
where
A = crater area
M = projectile momentum at impact
i2 = crater area intercept
k2 = the slope of the line
The values for the constants i 2 and k 2 are given in Table A-2.
A-14 PENETRATION RELATED TO THE VOLUME AND AREA OF THE CRATER,
The crater depth, versus the ratio of crater volume to crater area, is shown [71] in
Figure A-28 for nylon, copper, and tungsten projectiles. Each projectile material
gives a group of points which falls on a line expressed by the equation p = 1.7 V/A.
The relative position of each group on the line apparently is a function of the projectile
material density. Only three projectile materials are shown in Figure A-28, but all
of the other projectile materials give a similar group of points, and they fall on the
same line.
Combination of the three equations,
V = i I + klE
E = i2+k2M
P = 1.7V/A
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results in the equation,
p 17
A-15 SINGLE BUMPERS. Humes, et al. [72], measured the total penetration in a
bumper protected-vehicle wall combination at varying impact velocities (Figure A-29).
The total penetration (bumper thickness plus penetration in the vehicle wall) is plotted
on the ordinate with the impact velocity on the abscissa. Shown for comparison are
the penetrations achieved at identical impact velocities in quasi-infinite aluminum
(2024-T4) targets with no bumper shields. The thickness of the aluminum (2024-T3)
bumper shields were all one-half the diameter of the impacting projectiles. The
copper spherical projectile was 0. 0625 inch in diameter.
Penetration into the unprotected quasi-infinite targets increased with increasing impact
velocities for the entire velocity range observed. In the low velocity range, penetra-
tion into the bumper protected targets also increased with increasing impact velocities
up to a velocity of about 6000 ft/sec. At this velocity, the penetration appears to reach
a maximum value, and as the impact velocities are further increased, the penetration
decreases.
The low velocity range shows that at these impact velocities, the bumper shields were
ineffective in reducing the penetration. Deeper penetration was observed in bumper
protected targets than in the unprotected targets. This was attributed to the fact that
less projectile momentum or energy was required to penetrate the bumper shield,
than was required to penetrate an equal depth in the quasi-infinite targets.
Impact velocities at values of 9000 ft/sec or greater indicates that the bumpers were
effective in reducing the total penetration below that obtained in the unprotected
targets. The copper projectiles were observed to start fragmenting during the pene-
tration of the bumpers at impact velocities above 9000 ft/sec, which is almost twice
the velocity required to fragment larger aluminum projectiles.
A-16 MULTIPLE BUMPERS. Halperson and Fuller [ 64] studied the impact damage
of 0. 0625-inch aluminum (2024-T3) plates spaced four inches apart, from 0.25 inch
diameter spherical steel projectiles (Rockwell hardness of 60 to 65C) with a mass of
1.04 grams and velocities from 1100 to 8300 ft/sec. The damage dependence on the
number of plates and velocity is given in Figure A-30. No damage indicates that the
last aluminum plate in the series was not penetrated, while major damage implies
that the perforation diameter in the last plate was equal to or greater than the 0.250-
inch diameter of the projectile.
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The data from a number of plates with a constant 4-inch spacing, given in Figure A-8,
can be explained from a comparison with Charters a [52] data which are given in Figure
A-2. Penetration increases (or the number of plates that can be penetrated increases)
by increasing the velocity from 1100 to 3000 ft/sec, since the projectile maintains its
integrity. However, at 3000 ft/sec the first transition for the experimental system
(Figure A-30) is attained, and due to the increased kinetic energy (available from the
higher velocity) the projectile will begin to fragment. Beyond the first transition
range, penetration will increase with increasing velocity until the projectiIe break-up-
to-fluid impact transition is attained. With a further increase in velocity, penetration
will decrease, and the total number of plates required to defeat the pellet will decrease,
since pellet fragmentation will be more complete on contact with the first plate. The
total initial energy is divided over the large number of projectile fragments and the
momentum per-unit-impact-area is significantly reduced.
Olshaker [59] observed that an 0. 054-inch lead bumper was effective (Figure A-4) in
protecting (0.50-inch spacing) a lead target from a lead projectile (0. 124-inch diameter,
0. 188 gram, 8366 ft/sec). The original 0. 054-inch lead bumper was compared to two
lead bumpers (each 0. 027 inch thick) spaced 0. 250 inch and 0.50 inch from the target,
and it was observed that target penetration was twice as great as that behind the single
0. 054-inch bumper.
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